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Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Community Service Public Report WRAY  30.2 1/8/2016 6:30pm 28:29:00 28:29:00 

  PR010816RAY            

                  

Summary:  On this episode of Public Report, Tabitha Brown interviews City of Rocky Mount, NC Fire Marshall, Mark Rogerson and Fire Chief Donnie 

Daniels about winter fire safety.  From March through October main sources of fires are cooking or electrical appliances.  During the winter, people have 

Christmas trees with lights and portable heaters.  The best way to prevent a heater fire is to read the manufacturers instructions. This can help avoid 

many problems.  Make sure they have the safety feature of shutting off if they are tipped over.  Do not use extension cords with portable heaters as they 

can over heat and catch on fire.  Be sure to have a carbon monoxide detector and working smoke alarms.  Kerosene heaters can be dangerous when 

gasoline is used by accident.  Have a Preparedness Kit ready incase of emergency , including blankets, water and food for 72 hours. If cells phones 

don't work, texting sometimes will.  Be sure older people know how to text.  Have someone out of town be the contact for everyone to call and let them 

know they are ok.  For more info and safety links, go to Rockymountfire.org. 

 

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Health 
Triangle Alive 
TA010616RAY WRAY  30.1 1/6/2016 6:30PM 58.29 58:29 

                  

Summary:  On today's Triangle Alive, host Jeff Baker interviews Dr. James Bolton of First Choice Chiropractic in Wilson, NC. about ways to get healthy 

in this new year.  Chiropractic turns the brain on and helps stop damaging the body.  Plants and fruits nourish the body and help it heal from the inside 

out.  Pills treat symptoms. If we eat correctly, our energy is different.  Chiropractic can help with cancer, Alzheimer's disease, and MS.  To be healthy 

you should get chiropractic care, eat real food, drink clean water (no coffee, tea or sodas which are acidic), move your body by playing with kids or doing 

yard work and get enough sleep.  Chiropractic care can help the body heal itself. 
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Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Mental Health Public Report WRAY  30.1 1/15/2016 6:30 28.29 28:29 

  PR120415RAYA               

Summary:  On this issue of Public Report, host, Roger Wiggs talks with Termaine Moore, founder and director of Heaven Sent Group Home in Raleigh, 

NC, and A'Bonni Bridges, founder of Spiritual Bridges Ministries in Raleigh about their work with adults with mental illness.  Mrs. Moore has the only 

non-profit adult home in Raleigh.  State funding has been cut for mental health facilities and there is always a waiting list.  She has had to start doing 

fundraising in order to keep her facility open.  Most of her patients are high functioning and can go to school, rehab and day treatment.  The only 

payment they have is Disability and a special type of Medicaid. Mrs. Bridges started as a volunteer with Heaven Sent Group Home.  She has suffered 

with depression herself and saw what was needed to help others.  She does not charge for her services and offer mobile services to nursing homes and 

group homes where the patients cannot come to her.  Her goal is to teach the Gospel to people with mental health issues and also to help churches to 

understand mental illness. 

 

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Youth Triangle Alive WRAY  30.1 1/27/2016   58.30 58.02-34.35 

  TA012716RAY               

Summary:  On today's Triangle Alive, host, Bishop Charles Mellette, interviews Sheriff Tracy Carter of Lee County, NC and Jermaine White, Assistant 

Principal of Overhills High School in Sanford, NC about pointing young people in the right direction.  According to Sheriff Carter, law enforcement needs 

to work with schools to help students make good decisions.  Faith plays a major role in his life and helps him make right decisions.  He believes children 

need to be involved in church from an early age.  Mr. White believes our lives are light to the kids.  He prays before and during the school day.  He 

believes God gives words of wisdom for students.  Young people don't always know their purpose.  They experiment with things that take them down 

the wrong road.  The sheriff thinks that if we talk with young people about consequences of their choices and just spend a little time explaining this to 

them it can make a difference in their lives.  Christian children also have struggles with addiction.  Schools and law enforcement have to work together.  

Mr. White thinks we need to let kids know that we understand what the Devil tries to do to them and how he tries to trick them into doing wrong things. 

We need to be real with them.  Negative actions seem to get more attention.  We need to accentuate good grades and good actions.  We need to teach 

them coping skills, problem solving, conflict resolution and goal setting. 
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Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Youth Public Report WRAY  30.1 02/12/16  6:30 28:29 29:29:00 

  PR021116RAY               

Summary:  This issue of Public Report features Tammy Daniels, Director of Y.O.U.T.H. of Wilson.  The host is Scott Strother.  Y.O.U.T.H. of Wilson 

serves young people ages 6 through 17, matching them with adults that can mentor them or if they have school or legal issues, work with them on 

community service or restitution. Mentors are trained and an in depth background check is done before they are interview to work with the kids and also 

to partner with their family.  They must be at least 18 years old and have a valid driver's license.  Research shows that for children who have a mentor, 

87% will graduate from high school and go on for more education.  If the child has to do community service they do things like plant and tend gardens, 

clean up Habitat for Humanity houses, work at the Habitat Restore and clean schools and grounds.  Volunteers often make lifelong connections with the 

kids.  To volunteer or refer a child, go to youthofwilson.org. 

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Youth Public Report WRAY  30.1 2/19/16  6:30 28:29 28.29 

  PR021216RAYA               

Summary:  This Public Report is hosted by Troy Brown and features Matthew Edwards, Executive Director of The SPOT in Wilson.  SPOT stands for 

Sharing Positive Outcomes Together, and has been operating for 6 years.  It serves kids ages 5 to 18 years old, helping them succeed in life.  They use 

activity based learning.  They look at grades and focus on areas in which they need help.  They are encouraged to read about subjects that interest 

them to increase reading comprehension.  Volunteers give as little as 20 minutes twice a week of one on one times and can change a child's life.  They 

can set their own hours.  Volunteers are also needed for behind the scenes jobs such as yard work, painting and cleaning.  A background check is run 

on each volunteer for safety.  To sign up to volunteer or to get a child set up in the program, go to thewilsonspot.org. Schools, parents and The Spot 

work together to help children learn.  The offer transportation that picks students up at 16 area schools.  The cost is $55 per month and includes 

transportation, a hot supper and a snack.  If a parent can't afford the $55, they can volunteer time to help offset some of the cost.  Their goals for 2016 

include continuing the activity based learning which has been very successful for the past two years.  They learn while playing, doing, seeing and 

touching.  There is also a program for gifted children.  The SPOT has something for kids at all levels.  They keep trying new ways of learning.  They 

focus on grades, character and are God centered. 
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Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Youth Public Report WRAY  30.1 2/26/16  6:30 28:29 28.29 

  PR021216RAYB               

Summary:  On Public Report this week Pastor Steve Blower, youth pastor at Farmington heights Baptist church talks about Surge Student Ministries 

with host Troy Brown .  The church built a separate facility for the young people to provide a safe place for them to belong.  It is a safe place with a cafe 

where they can play video games, shoot pool and play air hockey or just relax and spend time together.  Surge serves the community by providing a 

safe places where students feel loved and cared about and are introduced to Jesus.  They have positive role models.  Youth come from different 

backgrounds and many are unchurched.  Students can come to Surge to find the missing place in their lives and to meet like minded people, a place 

where they belong and can build relationships. 

 

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Drug Prevention Public Report WRAY  30.1 3/4/16  6:30 28:29 28.29 

  PR030416RAYA               

Summary:  Today's Public Report is hosted by Shannon Battle and features Chief Thomas Battle of the Nashville Police Department.  Nashville is a 

town of5,600 people.  The police department has 16 full time and 9 part time officers.  They are trying to prevent crime by community involvement.  

Heroin has become a problem nationally.  Nashville Police Department is trying to stay ahead of the problem.  They find out about heroin use from 

overdose calls.  Heroin is an opiate.  Percocet and morphine are opiates.  People are perscribed these drugs and become addicted then when they can't 

get them any more, they turn to heroin.  It is cheaper to use than prescription drugs.  The effects of short term use are weight loss, tremors and 

drowsiness.  Someone using heroin cannot be readily identified.  You can't just look at them and tell that they are using heroin.  The community should 

be concerned.  One of the side effects of people who are addicted to heroin is job loss.  To support that habit they turn to crime.  They steal property to 

sell or pawn for money to buy drugs.  The Nashville Police Department is getting involved with the Lazarus Project in which officers carry an antidote to 

heroin overdose with them. There is the Angel Program in Massachusetts which they are modeling their Hope Initiative after to help people come to the 

police department and ask for help getting off of drugs with no fear of being arrested.  Volunteers are there to encourage them and hold their hand while 

they detox and get off of drugs. 
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Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time 
Program 
Duration 

Topic 
Duration 

Caregiver Education Public Report WRAY  30.1 3/11/16  6:30 28:29 28.29 

  PR030416RAYA               

Host: Tabitha Brown Guests: Dr. Steven Fulks, The Gerontology Project and Mr. Harvey Holmes, male caregiver. 
Dr. Fulks discusses the 13th annual Caregiver Conference held at Barton College in Wilson, NC.  80% of caregiving is given by family members.  
Dementia is an umbrella for several kinds of age related diseases. Alzheimer‟s disease affects 50% of people with dementia.  Age is the biggest factor in 
developing dementia, as people live longer and  there are more people, there is more dimentia.  The conference covers areas such as: Male caregiving, 
how to prevent burnout, how to find help, and gives information on programs and services that are available to help families dealing with family members 
who have dementia. For information, go to Barton.edu to see the schedule. 
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ADDENDUM WRAY-TV 
 

The addendum to the WRAY quarterly report addresses those areas in the ascertained needs of our viewing area which are not found in full-length 
segments in the body of the quarterly report. Every effort is made to first, determine the needs of our viewers, and, second to meet those needs 
through our carefully selected programming.  
WRAY-TV produces, in addition to specials for holidays, anniversaries, or national prayer days, three programs: 1) Public Report; 2) Ask the Pastor;  

and 3) Triangle Alive. The administration and staff understand the responsibility of meeting the needs of our area, and every avenue is explored for 

programming which best meets the needs of our viewers. Public Report is a half-hour program that utilizes the interview/discussion format to full 

advantage and is seen on Saturdays at 2:30pm. Guests are found in the viewing area, which have expertise in certain concerns to the community. 

Ask the Pastor is an hour “live” question and answer program seen at 2:00pm Monday through Friday. Various hosts head a panel made up of four-

five pastors chosen from a large group of pastors from the Raleigh, Durham, Fayetteville area. Questions may deal with any topic, may be called in, 

written in, or a caller may choose to ask their question on the air. Each pastor is given the opportunity to answer the questions from a biblical 

perspective. In addition, each station has its own Public Report and Ask the Pastor programs. TCT Alive is a 60-minute interview format program 

that is produced by the various TCT Network Stations and is aired several times throughout the week. Triangle Alive is WRAY’s local version of TCT 

Alive that highlights ministries of interest to our North Carolina viewers. Triangle Alive airs Friday evenings at 6:30pm. Other programs produced 

within the network are Ask the Pastor, TCT Alive, TCT Today, Rejoice, and Julie and Friends. TCT Today is a half-hour program seen daily on WRAY 

at 1:00am, 6:30am, 1:00pm, and 8:00pm and is intended to keep viewers informed of issues, which have a broad-based public appeal. Our WTCT 

station produces Rejoice with various hosts on a wide range of topics. Julie Nolan hosts Julie & Friends, which is a half-hour interview format 

program. It is intended to keep viewers informed of various issues. 
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WRAY – TV 30.1, 30.2, 30.3  – Wilson, NC 
 

Ascertainment List 
 

Leading Community Problems For 
 

January, February & March 2016 
 

Results of Ascertainments from civic leaders, responses by telephone and letters from 
TCT viewers, from the printed media, comprising newspapers, magazines, and publications 

and from television and radio. 
 

Children 
Community 
Finances 

Health 
Marriage/Divorce 

Religion 
 
 

 
The times and designated topic duration are good faith judgments, and may not represent actual times. 
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Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number  Program Duration  Topic Duration 

Children   Public Report    30-Jan    1260M   28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Zack Strong Guest: Brandon Zanotti Zack opens the program talking about how there are events that are going on our own neighborhood. Brandon 

talks about: how he became a lawyer. What a state‟s attorney does. How his department gets some criticism from the news. The criminal justice system. Why he needs 
to prove all decisions. He needs to prove all evidence to the grand jury. Why child sex abuse is a major issue in this part of the country. Talks about sex abuse. What 
should a person do if they suspects that a child is being abused. Why people do not report sex abuse. The local hotline where people should call if they suspect sex 
abuse. His relationship with law enforcement. What white collar crimes are. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source Type  Tape Date  Program Number  Program Duration  Topic Duration 

Children   Public Report    5-Mar    1269M   28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Zack Strong Guest: Daniel Kay Zack opens the program talking about how Daniel is an attorney Daniel talks about: why he became an attorney. Why 

being an attorney is a satisfying job. How he was a military prosecutor. The prosecution team is trying to find the truth. The forensic interview. The confrontation clause. 
Why the court process takes so long why docket control needs to be addressed. Zack encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number  Program Duration  Topic Duration 

Children   Public Report    16-Jan    1255M   28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Zack Strong Guest: Seth Knox Zack opens the program Christian education. Seth talks about how he got involved in Christian education. His past jobs 

at the school, why he chose Christian education. How well the students are doing at his school. The term “1A” means. How the school is funded. The qualifications for 
the school‟s teachers. What a full membership is. The different ways that the teachers can connect with the parent. His plans to build a new school. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem                 Program Title        Source  Type    Tape Date           Program Number              Program Duration      Topic Duration 

Community   Public Report         9-Jan   1268M    28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Rick Fouts Guest: Dale Fowler Rick talks about how Dale is the mayor of Harrisburg, Illinois. Dale talks about: how big Harrisburg is. The tornado in 

Harrisburg. How the town was rebuilt. Talks about the new theater and the family amusement complex that is coming to Harrisburg. The new restaurants that are coming 
to Harrisburg. The renovation project that is happening in Harrisburg. How he founded the Clothes for Kids Foundation. The Fowler Bonan Foundation. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem                 Program Title       Source            Type       Tape Date           Program Number              Program Duration      Topic Duration 

 Community   Public Report     20-Feb    1263M    28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Linda Klingel Guest: Steve Ryan Linda opens the program talking about the HUB. Steve talks about: the HUB Recreation center. How he got involved 

in sports and recreation. The different recreations that are located in the center. The membership, and the community center. The day passes. The senior activities that 
are at the HUB. Thedifferent activities that are involved in the winter months. How the center is impacting people‟s lives. What the staff does at the center. The future 
plans for the center. The price of a membership. The number of employees at the HUB. 
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Issue / Problem                 Program Title       Source            Type       Tape Date           Program Number              Program Duration      Topic Duration 

Community   Public Report     27-Feb    1266M    28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Rick Fouts Guest: Brenda McVicar Rick talks about the Lighthouse Shelter Brenda talks about: the shelter how many people can fit at the shelter. The 

counselors that are in the organization to find out what the people need. The drug screening process that each resident needs to go through. Why people lose their jobs. 
Shows pictures of the shelter. Talks about the different things the lighthouse needs. The food that is donated to the shelter. How the shelter is funded. How long people 
are allowed to stayat the lighthouse shelter. Rick encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem                 Program Title      Source            Type       Tape Date           Program Number              Program Duration      Topic Duration 

Community   Public Report     2-Jan    1267M    28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Ryan Sutton Guests: Steve Frattini, Deborah Hogg Ryan opens the program talking about the city of Herrin. Deborah talks about the festival that 

happens in Herrin every year. Steve talks about the grant programs that fund businesses in Herrin. Talks about the different senior programs that they have. Debbie talks 
about some new businesses that came into the area. Steve talks about the House of hope. Debbie talks about the mentoring program for the city. Ryan encourages the 
viewers to support TCT. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem                 Program Title                       Source            Type       Tape Date           Program Number              Program Duration      Topic Duration 

Community   Public Report      23-Jan    1258M    28:30   28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Zack Strong Guest: Whipper Johnson Zack opens the program talking about what Public Report is. Whipper talks about: how long he has been involved 

in the police department. Why it‟s important to obey a police officer. The body cameras. What to do when you get pulled over. What to do if the person has a firearm in 
the vehicle. How to carry a firearm in a car. The concealed carry law. How people can protect themselves from identity theft. What to do if there is a phone scam. Some 
safety tips for school. Gives some safety tips for vehicles 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem  Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number Program Duration Topic Duration 
Finances   Ask the Pastor    2/8/16   ATP020816AQP    58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Pastor Brian Oswald. Panelists: Pastor Dick Bullock, Dr. Darrell Foltz, Prophetess Leona Glenn, and Pastor Edward Jones. Q – If I give my tithe 

faithfully and it‟s misused, will God still bless me? What happens to those who misuse the tithe? A – God will bless those who obey Him. The Bible isn‟t specific but He 
does judge the people who misuse the tithe. Q – Do you have to be present to have hands laid on you to be healed? A – In Scripture, there are various ways people 
were healed. It‟s the prayer offered in faith that‟s the key 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem  Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number Program Duration Topic Duration 
Finances   Ask the Pastor    2/15/16   ATP021516AQP    58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Dr. Byron Hayes. Panelists: Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor David Dunn, Pastor James Glenn, Pastor Richard Sayad, and Pastor Evelyn Wesley-Allen. Q 

– Please explain 1 Timothy 6:17-19. A – We are not to seek after wealth. First seek His kingdom and righteousness and He will take care of our finances. Q – When 
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Judas repented, did Jesus forgive him? A – Judas realized he did wrong and was remorseful but he did not repent to Jesus. Also, he never recognized Jesus as the son 
of God but as an innocent man. 
 
 
Issue / Problem  Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number Program Duration Topic Duration 
Finances   Ask the Pastor    2/29/16   ATP022916AQP    58:30   58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Pastor Brian Oswald. Panelists: Prophetess Leona Glenn, Pastor Kevin Dixon, Pastor Relinda Mushatt, Pastor Richard Sayad, and Pastor Evelyn 

Wesley-Allen. Q – Is gambling a sin? A – We should put our trust in God, not in a world‟s system. We have faith in God which is an assurance, gambling is a risk. Q – 
How do you distinguish between false prophets and true prophets? A – Words spoken by a true prophet will line up with the word of God and what they prophesy will 
come to pass. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem  Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number Program Duration Topic Duration 

Health    Public Report    6-Feb   1262M     28:30    28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Zack Strong Guest: Verletta Saxon Zack opens the program encourages the viewers to stay tuned if they are battling mental disorders. Verletta talks 

about: how she got involved in crisis management. The Crisis Center. The numbers of people that commit suicide. Why rural areas have a high suicide rate. Why people 
feel like they want to end their lives. Why people seem to lose hope. How suicide rate are rising around the holidays, the suicide rate lowers. The signs that a person 
displays when they are considering suicide. How can people help a person who is thinking about suicide. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 

Health    Public Report    13-Feb    1253    28:30    28:30 
 
Summary: Host: Larry Morse Guest: Nancy Webb Nancy talks about the cancer rehab program. What she does at the center. How the center can help the cancer 

patients. How a speech therapist can help the cancer patient. The side effects to chemotherapy. Talks about the staff at the different facilities. Talks about the different 
conditions that cancer patients can get during recovery. Talks about how important early detection is. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 

Health    Ask The Pastor    02/09/16  ATP020916TLJ    58:30   58:30 
 
Summary: This world is full of sin, sickness, and disease. Some people say that people get sick because they don‟t have enough faith to get well. Other people say that 

disease happens because of the effects of sin brought upon us as Adam and Eve‟s offspring. Marie from NC said that her son is dying of cancer. She asked the pastors 
why God let this happen to him. She said that everyone is praying for him, yet it seems as though God isn‟t hearing their prayers. The pastors said that sickness in the 
life of a child is one of the hardest questions to answer. Some pastors, including us, are sometimes guilty of telling people that they have not prayed enough or that they 
have a lack of faith. We believe in miracles. The Lord‟s Prayer includes the words “Thy will be done.” I may ask for something that God isn‟t going to give me. Sometimes 
we have the answer – it‟s not God‟s will. The important thing is your relationship with Jesus Christ. When you don‟t know how to pray, then pray in the Spirit. God is God, 
but sin comes from our fathers. Satan comes to steal, kill, and destroy, but the Holy Spirit gives abundant life. Sickness is a stronghold that came at the fall. One of the 
pastors talked about a Kathryn Kuhlman Crusade where many healings took place. Afterwards, someone found Kathryn crying about ones that didn‟t get healed. It is our 
responsibility to know God‟s promises. God‟s will is God‟s word. 
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Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 

Marriage/Divorce   Ask The Pastor    01/12/16  ATP011216TLJ    58:30   09;28 
 
Summary: When a marriage is in trouble, the couple has options. Get counseling and reconcile the marriage or leave the marriage. Larry from Lansing, MI asked the 

pastors if it would it be wrong for him after 7 years to find a companion. Larry said that his wife left him and they‟ve never divorced. The pastors replied to learn your 
lessons and finish your relationship. You may be lonely and need companionship. If you‟ve lost your spouse, do it God‟s way. Clean up your mess before you move on. 
Read I Corinthians 7. You might have to stay single. Don‟t just move in. Even if you‟re retired and just moving in with a girlfriend is sinful. It is not pleasing to God. Read 
Romans 7:2-3 about the sovereignty of God. God ordained family and marriage. He puts people together. Look at God, not just your wife. You‟re alive and she‟s alive. 
Acknowledge the Scriptures and pray for God to direct your path. Don‟t let the society dictate your actions. Seek the Lord and be led of Him. Paul was a married man. He 
had to be in order to be a part of the Sanhedrin. The Lord changed him. The pastors cautioned Larry to investigate what‟s going on with her. It is not legal to have a 
common law wife and not be divorced. That could lead to conflict and a war at your funeral. It would be total confusion. Read Romans 8:28. Seek God‟s face first, then 
you be freed up to do ministry for Him. “If you‟ve lived 7 years & the marriage hasn‟t ended yet, why hasn‟t your wife divorced you yet?” Take the initiative to reconcile. 
You be the reconciler. Be strong and bear the infirmities of weak. Reservation is wise. 
You always marry the person‟s family and past. If you do get divorced, remember that it is often the unresolved baggage from the first marriage which could destroy your 
second marriage. “What are you doing about the past and what are you doing about reconciling?” The Bible says, “It is not good that man should be alone”. All of us 
understand your need. 
. 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 

Marriage/Divorce   Ask The Pastor    01/12/16  ATP011216TLJ    58:30   11:25 
 
Summary: After you‟ve been married for a while, you do become one in many ways. You can finish each other‟s sentences, know what the other person is thinking, and 

even know their likes and dislikes. Once one spouse dies, the other spouse is left to pick up the pieces. The surviving spouse often gets lonely and desires to have 
another spouse, but part of them is still tied to their late spouse. Ray from AL said that the Bible says “cling to one another” until death. Ray asked the pastors if it is ok to 
have relations with someone else after your spouse dies. The pastors said that men and women approach this issue differently. Men tend to get into a relationship 
quicker, whereas women have to go through the steps of letting go of their late husband to make room to love this new husband. You can have relationships with other 
women outside of marriage, but no sex until you get married. Read I Corinthians chapter seven, Matthew 5:32, and Luke 16:18. You fulfilled the covenant that you made 
to your late spouse. You are now free to marry in the Lord. 
Some people think that you are still married to your late spouse in Heaven, but you are not. Read I Corinthians 7:2. Fornication is a sin. Take time to build your 
relationship. Take time to grief. You can‟t pick a date on the calendar to be finished with your grief. Read Romans 7:2. You may get married, but that doesn‟t always 
mean you should get married. It is not wrong to remarry, but that doesn‟t mean it‟s wise. Think of the children of your second marriage. Get biblical advice from a network 
of people. Even if the conditions are right and ideal, please wait for the proper timing. Read Proverbs 3:5-6. You are marrying families, not just the individual. There could 
be dire consequences if you don‟t do your homework. You may be head over heels in love, but love is often blind. One of the pastors has already counseled his sons that 
when he passes away, he‟s done all he can. He has loved their mother. “If I‟m dead, she‟s free to remarry. You should be accepting.” Help lay the groundwork for a godly 
marriage. There is nothing like a family war. 
 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion   Ask the Pastor    1/4/16   ATP010416AQP    58:30    
 
Summary: Host: Dr. Byron Hayes. Panelists: Pastor Dick Bullock, Apostle James Glenn, Pastor Brian Grundy, Pastor Relinda Mushatt, and Pastor Brian Oswald. Q – 

Please explain Revelation 20:11-13. A – These verses are explaining that we can be saved from the second death which is the being cast into the Lake of Fire. We need 
to make sure our soul is ready for this coming judgment day. Q – Please explain 1 Corinthians 3:3-6. What is Paul talking about? A – We need to make sure that we don‟t 
take God‟s glory but instead recognize and give glory to God in every good thing. 
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Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion   Ask the Pastor    1/11/16   ATP011116AQP    58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists: Pastor David Dunn, Dr. Darrell Foltz, Apostle James Glenn, and Elder Jerry Givens. Q – According to Romans 1:28, what 

is a reprobate mind? Can that kind of person be saved? A – Reprobate mind is when we allow sin to take over our mind and we give into our sinful desires. Yes, they can 
be saved when they give their life to Christ and not to their own desires. Q – Please explain Matthew 11:11-12. A – As children of God‟s kingdom, we need to take 
dominion of the earth and take a stand for the gospel. 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion   Ask the Pastor    1/18/16   ATP011816AQP    58:30 
Summary: Host: Dr. Byron Hayes. Panelists: Pastor Coye Bouyer, Pastor Dick Bullock, Pastor David Dunn, and Pastor Relinda Mushatt. Q – Please explain Isaiah 53:5. 

A – This is a prophesy of what Jesus will go through while on earth. The major context of this verse is redemption from sin and salvation through Jesus Christ. Q – Why 
did Jesus weep in John 11:35? A – He was moved by the grief they had and He was hurt by the lack of faith He saw, that they didn‟t realize who He was and that He was 
able to raise Lazarus from the dead. 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion Ask the Pastor 1/25/16 ATP012516AQP 58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists: Pastor John Bienlein, Elder Jerry Givens, Pastor Richard Sayad, Pastor Benny Stribling, and Prophetess Leona Glenn. Q 

– Is there any specific way to pray when we are asking God for something? A – Agree and stand on the Word of God and pray according to His will. When you pray,  
humble yourself and have faith. Q – What does a sound mind mean? A – It means to have a renewed mind, to have the mind of Christ, and to have Godly wisdom. 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion Ask the Pastor 2/1/16 ATP020116AQP 58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Pastor Brian Oswald. Panelists: Pastor Hurley Coleman, Pastor David Dunn, Apostle James Glenn, Pastor Brian Grundy, and Pastor Evelyn Wesley-

Allen. Q – What does it mean to prophesy to the four winds? A – Wind represents God‟s spirit and it means life. Listen and wait on the Lord, then speak what He is 
speaking. Q – Please explain Matthew 25:23-24. A – We should love each other, living in peace and harmony with another. We should not be envious or be in strife. 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion Ask the Pastor 2/22/16 ATP022216AQP 58:30 
 
Summary: Host: Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists: Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor Dick Bullock, Prophetess Leona Glenn, and Pastor Brian Oswald. Q – Is the rapture a good 

thing or a bad thing? A – It will be great for those who are in Christ but will be a time of sorrow and pain for unbelievers. Q – How do you find your position in the body of 
Christ? A – Find a church home, get into the word of God, and learn to serve in the church. Get involved and your gift will rise up. 
 
 
Issue / Problem   Program Title  Source  Type  Tape Date  Program Number   Program Duration   Topic Duration 
Religion Ask the Pastor 3/7/16 ATP030716AQP 58:30 
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Summary: Host: Dr. Byron Hayes. Panelists: Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor Jerry Givens, Pastor Brian Grundy, and Pastor Relinda Mushatt. Q – Was the thorn in Paul‟s 

side his eyes? A – There is speculation but Scripture isn‟t specific. We know that it was a chronic problem that God didn‟t remove. Q – How does a Christian avoid 
becoming lukewarm? A – Keep your heart and mind on the Lord and on the things of God; always seek after more of God. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADDENDUM WRAY-TV 
The addendum to the WRAY quarterly report addresses those areas in the ascertained needs of our viewing area that are 
not found in full-length segments in the body of the quarterly report. First, every effort is made to determine the needs of 
our viewers, and second, to meet those needs through our carefully selected programming. 
Programs produced within the network are Julie & Friends, Rejoice, TCT Today, Faith in History, Rabbi Lapin, Len and 
Cathy and Fruit of the Spirit produced in Marion, IL.  Hope For Your Health produced in Grand Rapids, MI. 
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First Quarter 2016 
 
JULIE AND FRIENDS CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
#433 Airdate: 1/1/16 Dated: New Years Day Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith Julie opens the program talking 

about New Years Day. Talks about the yesterday‟s program. Talks about Video on Demand. Encourages the viewers to support the Julie and Friends program. Talks 
about the Bible and the mug. Debbie talks about why people should not be worried about what happened yesterday and what will happen tomorrow. Why people need to 
keep moving forward. The ladies talk about why people need to put away their past. Why people need to learn their identity in Christ. Why people should not get 
offended. Go with what God says that you are. 
Why people need to renew their minds. Why people should have a plan and work your plan. Julie encourages the viewers to support the Julie and Friends program. 
Talks about the Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
# 434 Airdate: 1/4/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith Julie opens the program talking about Natalie‟s hair. Julie 

talks about the Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Julie and Natalie talk about the different signals that a floor director would give to the talent. Julie talks about the Julie and 
Friends Bible. The ladies talk about those women who had miscarriages. Debbie talks about the miscarriages that her family members have had. The ladies talk about 
why people need to accept what God allows. Julie encourages the viewers to buy the women‟s Bible to support Julie and Friends. 
 
#435 Airdate: 1/5/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith Julie opens the program talking about how Tina is upset. 

Tina talks about how women need to get changed in between every program. Why people need to have some fun. Patricia talks about trends. The new trends. How 
models do not desire to model, but to model with integrity. Models want to be known for their value and worth. Debbie talks about how people need to remember that 
they are wonderfully made. Debbie encourages the viewers to be secure in who they are. Why people desire to do things in excellence. 
 
#436 Airdate: 1/6/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely Julie opens the program talking about how Tina is trying not to talk so 

much. She wants to be respectful. Debbie talks about why Christians need to connect to the “power source”, the Lord. Talks about how freeing it is when a person can be 
themselves. The ladies talks about why people need to embrace people the way that they are. The ladies talk about the five-fold ministry. Tina talks about the gifts of the 
Father, the Son, and the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Why people need to focus on God. Tina talks about the Julie and Friends Study Bible, $150. The ladies talk about some 
of the parts of the Old Testament that are hard to understand. Tina talks about the genealogy of Mary and Joseph. Julie encourages the viewers to buy the Julie and 
Friends Bible. Support TCT. The Daily Bible Reading Calendar. 
 
#437 Airdate: 1/7/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Charity Bode, Bethany McNeely-Graves Julie opens the 

program talking about Bethany‟s pig. Bethany talks about the pig she sat for. Charity talks about where you can get Borax powder. The ladies play a game about 
untangling ornament clips. The ladies play the game called Left Right, Left Right. Debbie talks about why it‟s important to be unraveled. Cathy talks about sitting in the 
seat of authority. Cathy talks about her hair. 
 
#367 Airdate: 1/8/16 Dated: It‟s casual Friday! Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely Julie opens the program talking about the 

time Bethany and Charity made the tomato plant. Charity makes spaghetti storage. Bethany makes Easy Cheesy Dip. Bethany talks about how she made a waterfall in 
her yard. Anna VanDeventer makes a vegetable chicken wrap. The ladies talk about the different foods that you can make with a lettuce wrap. Julie talks about the Julie 
and Friends Bible. Julie introduces a roll-in where Julie and Cathy wanted to be on the Ask the Pastor program. Charity makes a homemade sugar scrub. 
 
#308 Airdate: 1/11/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Pam Thum, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely. Julie opens the program talking about who Pam is, and she 

talks about Pam‟s CDs. Pam talks about why it‟s important to leave a legacy, and how nobody can take away the power of true destiny. Pam also talks about how she 
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walked away from God, why people should not despise the process, and how people are born to win. Cera talks about how people are resurrected from the dead. At the 
end of the program, Julie talks about why people need to be their own individuals. 
 
 
 
#309 Airdate: 1/12/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Pam Thum, Cathy Williams, Cera Smith. Julie opens the program talking about the Born to Win 

Conferences.Pam talks about how she almost married a man, how she never had peace about marrying the man. Pam also talks about why it‟s important to cut yourself 
off from those people who manipulate you, why now is the best time to do the right things, how God brings people together. At the end of the program, Pam talks about 
what we look at and listen to determines our choices, and talks about how she began the Born to Win conferences. 
 
#310 Airdate: 1/13/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Pam Thum, Cathy Williams, Cera Smith. Julie opens the program talking about Pam‟s history. Pam 

talks about what peace is. Pam also talks about her husband, why people need to say goodbye, to say hello, what victim mentality is, and why it‟s important to look 
towards our future. At the end of the Program, Cera talks about why people need to get rid of condemnation, and Julie talks about how other people will be happy in what 
God has called you to be. 
 
#311 Airdate: 1/14/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Pam Thum, Cathy Williams, Cera Smith. Julie opens the program talking about how Pam desired to 

help women find their identity. Pam talks about how she met her husband. Debbie talks about why people need to renew their minds. Cera talks about how much labor it 
takes to enter Into how God views you. Julie talks about Pam and Steve‟s books and CDs. At the end of the program, Pam talks about how she is involved with 
mentoring programs, and Pam talks about the Born to Win conferences. 
 
#312 Airdate: 1/15/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Pam Thum, Stephen Marshall, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely. Julie opens the program talking about 

how God‟s plan is the best plan. Stephen talks about how his dad left his mom. Stephen also talks about how God loved us before we loved him. Stephen talks about 
how he received Affirmation of the Father. Stephen talks about the way that you need to deal with people‟s hurts. At the end of the program, Stephen talks about why 
people need to be prepared for eternal blessing , and Cera reads Romans 10 and talks about how we need to receive God‟s blessings. 
 
#348 Airdate: 1/18/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Dorothy Spaulding Julie opens the program talking 

about Cathy‟s Gold Earrings. Dorothy talks about why she does not wear earrings. Why people should not be a stumbling block to others. Dorothy talks about how she 
walked around America carrying the Cross. Patricia talks about the level of obedience that it took to walk the Cross. Dorothy talks about how to wait on God. Talks about 
why it‟s important to forgive others. 
 
#349 Airdate: 1/19/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Dorothy Spaulding Julie opens the program talking 

about why we do two shows at a time. Dorothy talks about how viewers can watch her TV station. Talks about the different church that her husband built. How she got 
started in the craft business. Dorothy talks about how forgiveness is a choice. Tina talks about how God can move things around in your life when you forgive. Dorothy 
talks about why it‟s important to give people a gift after you‟ve forgiven the person. Debbie talks about why people need to start forgiving others by making a choice. Tina 
talks about the Partner Bible. 
 
#350 Airdate: 1/20/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Dorothy Spaulding Julie opens the program talking 

about Dorothy‟s past. Dorothy talks about the programs she tapes at the TV station. Julie talks about Jimmy Thompson. Dorothy talks about why people need to get into 
the Word of God. Why you need to push through your mountains. 
 
#351 Airdate: 1/21/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Dorothy Spaulding. Julie opens the program talking 

about Video On Demand Patricia asks the ladies about what to do when a person takes advantage of you. The ladies talk about what to do if somebody lends money to 
you. Talks about why it‟s important to have privileges with responsibility. Why people need to speak the truth in love. Why it‟s important to obey rules. Why it‟s important 
to address negative behaviors. How not to cripple a person but have tough love for a person. Talks about why people have a sense of entitlement. 
 
#352 Airdate: 1/22/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Dorothy Spaulding, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Williams Julie and Tina open the program 

talking about the Partner Bible. Dorothy talks about why people need to show the love of Jesus. Why people need to be kind to people. Debbie talks about why people 
need to be careful in what they do more than what they say. Patricia talks about why people need to have quality time with their family. The ladies talk about balance. 
Why there needs to be balance in all situations. Especially when these situations affect your family. 
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#271 Airdate: 1/25/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips. Julie opens the program talking about faith. Debbie talks 

about her outfit. The ladies talk about the rebellious phase that they have been through. The ladies also talk about some of the things that they did wrong as a kid, how 
God gives parents dominion over their children, why people need to take their complaints to the Lord, why people need to fix their situations themselves. The ladies also 
talk about how hard it is to cut off from controlling your children, and why it‟s useless to worry. At the end of the program, the ladies talk about why you cannot let the 
enemy find your kids and Julie encourages the viewers to call in their questions. 
 
#272 Airdate: 1/26/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips. Julie opens the program talking about how mothers 

worry about their children. The ladies talks about why parents pray over their teenagers. Cathy M. reads Psalms 91:7 and talks about protection. Debbie talks about trust. 
Cathy W. talks about the importance in equipping your children. Cathy W. talks about the responsibility to pray for your children. Debbie talks about why it‟s important to 
pray for others. At the end of the program, the ladies talk about how children do things that try not to hurt others and Julie talks about forgiveness. 
 
#273 Airdate: 1/27/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips. Julie opens the program talking about the New Year. Cathy talks 

about her jewelry. Patricia talks about how to handle difficult situations in your life. Cathy reads 1 Corinthians 13 and talks about love. Patricia talks about why people 
need to plug their emotions into God‟s principles. Cathy talks about why people need to be humble in their actions. Debbie talks about how to confront your issues. At the 
end of the program, Patricia talks about why people need to relook at their lives if they are getting bitter about their situations and Julie talks about boundaries. 
 
#274 Airdate: 1/28/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips. Julie opens the program talking about how iron sharpens iron. 

Debbie talks about how people need to face their giants. Patricia talks about their focus and mindset. Debbie talks about how to get the correct mindset. Debbie talks 
about why people cannot think about defeat. The ladies talk about why people need to depend on God. At the end of the program, the ladies talk about how to be 
thankful, and Debbie prays for the viewers to have purpose and identity 
 
#275 Airdate: 1/29/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips. Julie opens the program talking about if people need to worry about 

what people think about them. The ladies talk about if they need to worry if they are over or under dressed. The ladies also talk about why people should or should not let 
their feelings Over take a person, why generations are so different in what they wear. The ladies also talk about how people perceive themselves, why there needs to be 
balance in any situation, why people need to dress for any occasion. At the end of the program, the ladies talk about why there are times when you feel that time is 
running out and the ladies also talk about why people need to look their best. 
 
#276 Airdate: 2/1/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips. Julie opens the program talking about how Cathy works in between 

Julie and Friends program. The ladies talk about why people need to strive for excellence. The ladies also talk about why people need to have standards, why people 
need to go the extra mile for others. The ladies also talk about why people need to love one another, and why people need to hold themselves to a higher standard. At 
the end of the program, the ladies talk about why people shouldn‟t need to put others down to make them feel better and Julie encourages the viewers to call or write in 
your comments. 
 
#277 Airdate: 2/2/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Williams. Julie opens the program talking about how men like to bring snacks 

and drinks to watch sports. The ladies talk about how isolation creates loneliness. The ladies also talk about why it‟s important to break out from your routine, why it‟s 
nice to make choices to do the opposite of your emotions. The ladies also talk about how Cathy battled depression, and why it ‟s important to control our thoughts. The 
ladies talk about why it‟s important to be positive and why people need to forgive others. At the end of the program, the ladies talk about forgiveness and Julie 
encourages the viewers to send in their questions. 
 
#278 Airdate: 2/3/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Williams. Julie opens the program talking about marriage. The ladies talk about 

what a wife needs to do when a husband cannot perform his duties for medical reasons. The ladies also talk about how the enemy brings division in a church, why 
communication is important in marriage, and why it‟s important to change your focus from your problems. At the end of the program, the ladies talk about why spouses 
need to get through their problems together and Julie encourages the viewers to send in their questions. 
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#264 Airdate: 2/4/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Williams, Jennifer Chaney, Stacy Pasoni. Julie opens the program talking about 

crafts. Stacy shows the viewers how to melt pictures onto candles. Patricia makes a Christmas centerpiece. Cera talks about how she wanted to rearrange her 
daughter‟s bedroom. At the end of the program, Cathy dresses up a Styrofoam cone with donut holes and M&Ms and Julie talks about the different crafts that she has. 
 
#265 Airdate: 2/5/16 Host: Julie Nolan. Guests: Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Williams, Jennifer Chaney, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith. Julie opens the program 

talking about craft day. Jennifer makes a diaper tricycle. Julie makes a pinecone wreath. At the end of the program, Debbie makes a flower arrangement. 
 
#445 Air date: 2/8/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie talks about black history month. Patricia talks 

about Shirley Chisholm. Debbie talks about Hazel Scott. Stacy talks about Bridget “Biddy” Mason the ladies talk about what they would do if they were born into a slave 
family. Cathy talks about “Bessie” Coleman. God can put drive in people. Patricia talks about how other people may not understand your drive and vision. Julie talks 
about Fanny Jackson Coppin. Julie encourages the viewers to get the Julie and Friends hat and Bible 
 
#446 Air date: 2/9/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about Black History month. Julie talks 

about Edmonia Lewis. Cathy talks about Lethia Jackson. Stacy talks about Patricia Roberts Harris. Debbie talks about Lena Horn. Patricia talks about Wilma Rudolph. 
The ladies talk about those people who had some serious problems in their life. Patricia talks about what the churches are doing to help people with their anger. 
 
#438 Air date: 2/10/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about how glad she is 

to see her mom. How she is not feeling well. Encourages the viewers to read through the whole Bible. Talks about the Daily Bible Reading Plan. Tina talks about how 
much she likes the women‟s Bible. Patricia talks about what Periscope is. What she does on periscope. Patricia talks about the word: Recharge. Reads Philippians 4:8. 
Why it‟s important to get before the Lord. Why sun light is important to wake up. Why it‟s important to stretch in the morning. Take scripture and do something for another 
person for that day. When she started doing devotions. Cathy talks about the water sculpture. 
 
#439 Air date: 2/11/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie and Tina open the program talking about how fun 

this program is. Tina talks about how color is important in television. The crew of people that it takes to put on a TV program. Why people need to yield to authority. 
Debbie talks about the power of the spoken word in authority. Talks about the faith of a child. People need to go to God, just like little children. Patricia talks about why 
people should speak the Word of God. Cathy talks about why we need to enact the Word of God to let the Word work in our lives. Tina talks about how God likes to give 
to His people. Tina talks about her purse. Julie talks about the Julie and Friends Bible. Support TCT. 
 
# 440 Air date: 2/12/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristena Duermyer, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about Debbie‟s 

shoes. Talks about Kristena‟s crafts. Kristena talks about how she and her husband met. Talks about her career in television. Julie talks about the waxed scented bears. 
Kristena talks about the different foot surgeries that she has had. Kristena talks about her experience in having emergency brain surgery. Julie encourages the viewers to 
support TCT by buying the women‟s Bible. Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
# 441 Air date: 2/15/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristena Duermyer, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about how 

Henry was doing Periscope live. Encourages the viewers to view Julie and Friends on TCT On Demand. Julie introduces a roll-in of Kristena making a dinosaur tail. 
Kristena talks about how long those dinosaur tails are. Kristena talks about how much she asks God why she had so many surgeries. Why it‟s important to keep your 
eyes on Jesus, even when you are going through the difficult times. Kristena talks about the Walk to Emmaus. 
 
# 442 Air date: 2/16/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristena Duermyer, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about Debbie‟s 

outfit. Debbie talks about why it‟s important how you dress. Kristena talks about Christalis. What she gets out of Christalis. Talks about the food people would get at this 
group. What happens during Christalis. Julie talks about how Kristena had problems with her brain. Julie talks about the Julie and Friends Bibles. Support TCT. 
 
# 443 Air date: 2/17/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Kristena Duermyer, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about brain 

games. Cathy talks about the different degrees that she has. Kristena talks about brain development. Talks about a person‟s motor skills. Talks about the different types 
of personalities. Talks about how pain in her head was preventing her from learning new things. How the brain tends to renew itself. What she does to activate her brain. 
Julie talks about the Julie and Friends Bible. 
 
#444 Air date: 2/18/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about how the belt on 

Stacy‟s truck broke. Julie talks about the Julie and Friends Bible, and the Julie and Friends hat. $25.00 Cathy talks about the movie that she is reviewing. (Does not say 
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the name of the movie.) Debbie talks about why people should not give in to the flesh. Debbie talks about why marriage is for life. Talks about lust. Julie talks about the 
fact that you should not be doing something if you need to justify yourself in doing what you are going to do. Cathy talks about why people should not be put in 
compromising situations. Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
#447 Air date: 2/19/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about how Stacy and Haven make 

bookmarks. Patricia talks about how schools are dropping cursive in the school‟s curriculum. Debbie talks about how the parents need to teach their children cursive 
writing. The parents should own responsibility. The ladies talk about how flashcards can be made to help children to learn cursive writing. Talks about how technology 
can be knocked out due to storms. Why the parents need to step up and teach their children what they do not know. How the Library is so essential. Why people need to 
do something positive. 
 
#449 Air date: 2/22/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Marilyn James, Margaret Nesbitt Julie opens the program talking about Marilyn‟s African outfits. Marilyn 

talks about the Black Unity paper in 1969. Talks about Reverend Lenus Turley. Talks about the march on Washington on jobs and Freedom that Mrs. Turley did not go 
to. Talks about Turley‟s father. Talks about what Turley enjoyed doing. Margaret talks about the Baptist Training Union. 
 
# 456 Air date: 2/23/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink; Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about Cathy Mink‟s 

boots. Julie talks about rejection. Cathy Mink talks about how rejection can hurt people‟s marriages. Reads Isaiah 53, talks about how people can live free from rejection. 
Debbie talks about the meaning of rejection. Patricia talks about how people can grow apart without Christ. Cathy Mink talks about the root of rejection. Talks about why 
people need to repent. Cathy Williams talks about why it is important to get ourselves out of the way, so God can do a work in us. Humble yourself. Julie encourages the 
viewers to call for prayer. 
 
# 457 Air date: 2/24/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink; Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about why she likes to 

talk about the weather. The ladies talk about rejection. How the Lord can help you deal with rejection. Debbie talks about how rejection can hurt people‟s emotions. Why 
it is important to give your emotions to the Lord. Cathy Mink talks about how men and women think differently. The ladies talks about why it is important to tell your 
husband exactly what you want. Do not encourage mind-reading. 
 
# 458 Air date: 2/25/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about how the viewers 

write into TCT to say that they don‟t like the way that Julie treats Cathy Williams. The ladies talk about why it is important to shake off bitterness and your emotions. 
Cathy Mink talks about how communication is important in a friendship. Why people need to be honest with one another. Julie talks about how Cathy Williams always 
likes to live in peace with another person. Cathy Williams talks about how it is possible to let your problems go. Debbie talks about why it is important to guard what you 
say to others. Cathy Mink talks about why people need to reject any talk of being old. 
 
# 459 Air date: 2/26/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about yesterday‟s Julie 

and Friends program. The ladies talk about joy. Talk about thankfulness. Why people can leap for joy. Joy comes from God. Cathy Mink reads 1 Peter 7, talks about joy. 
The ladies talk about giving. Patricia reads John 15:11, talks about how people struggle with some issues in life. Allow God to call the shots. Julie encourages the 
viewers to support TCT by getting the hats and Bible. Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer 
 
#450 Air date: 2/29/15 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Tina Coonce Julie and Tina open the program talking 

about how people learn to do things right. Tina talks about how Julie brings joy to people she meets. Tina talks about her childhood. She talks about her brother. Talks 
about how some people have an aggressive nature. Talks about how people can be desperate for love. Talks about the relationsh ip between Tina‟s mom and brother. 
The ladies talk about how Tina would like to be an encouragement to other people. Tina talks about the time when she found her brother. She talks about her mom 
leaving the house, and how she wanted to find herfamily. 
 
#451 Air date: 3/1/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Tina Coonce Julie opens the program talking about Tina‟s 

life story. Tina talks about how much she admired God. Talks about why it‟s important to walk with God. Tina talks about how her mom feared her father. Talks about 
how God lead her to meet Garth. Talks about the time when she met Garth. Talks about how she learned to get along with others. How Jesus can fix any problem. How 
she is fed up when people attack those people who are pure. Tina talks about the Julie and Friends Bible. 
 
#452 Air date: 3/2/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Tina Coonce, Stacy Pasoni Julie talks about what colors the 

ladies are wearing today. Tina talks Cathy‟s shoes. Stacy talks about how young people are dying their hair grey. Tina talks about how long she was dating Garth. Talks 
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about the first time when she met Garth‟s family. How Garth‟s parents treated her. Talks about how much she enjoyed a clean house. The time when Garth and Tina 
were led to Christ. 
 
#453 Air date: 3/3/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith Julie opens the program talking about Tina‟s life story. Tina 

talks about the church that she went to when she was first married to Garth. The time when she was filled with the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Talks about life in the Spirit. 
Talks about the teaching of Bob and Beverly Hills. Talks about how Bob and Beverly Hills were great preachers. Tina talks about Beverly Hil‟s book: Every Step I Take. 
Support Julie and Friends. Talks about what holiness is. Julie talks about the TCT hats. Support Julie and Friends. 
 
#454 Air date: 3/4/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Tina Coonce, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith Julie opens the program talking 

about Debbie‟s outfit. Tina talks about how opposites can have conflict. Why people need to have the mind of Christ. Why it‟s important for women to keep their mouth 
shut. Debbie talks about why it‟s important to watch how you say something. Julie talks about how there can be different temperaments in people. The ladies talk about 
manipulating your husband. Why it‟s important to learn how to effectively treat one another. 
 
# 459 Air date: 3/7/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about yesterday‟s Julie 

and Friends program. The ladies talk about joy. Talk about thankfulness. Why people can leap for joy. Joy comes from God. Cathy Mink reads 1 Peter 7, talks about joy. 
The ladies talk about giving. Patricia reads John 15:11, talks about how people struggle with some issues in life. Allow God to call the shots. Julie encourages the 
viewers to support TCT by getting the hats and Bible. Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
# 460 Air date: 3/8/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Cathy Mink, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about marriage. Julie 

talks about how to grow with your partner. Cathy Mink talks about how spouses need to make adjustments after they get married. Patricia talks about why marriage 
counseling is so important. Talks about the time when she had to submit to God, when God told her that she was getting married. Julie talks about Eddie and Cathy‟s 
book: Our Journey to Oneness. Cathy Mink talks about what being submissive means. Debbie talks about how there can be a division over finances. Cathy talks about 
the power of prayer. Debbie talks about why counseling can be important in a marriage. 
 
#461 Airdate: 3/9/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. The 

ladies talk about how to handle being a second class citizen. Why it‟s important to have confidence in yourself. Why people should not think of themselves higher than 
they are. Debbie talks about how she sensed some elders were targeting to bring down the spirit in a church service. Patricia talks about why people need to study the 
women in the Bible. Julie talks about the TCT hats. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
#462 Airdate: 3/10/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about how much she likes the viewer 

questions. Debbie talks about why it‟s important to let your situation go, things can happen. Patricia talks about why people should not give up their dreams. Debbie talks 
about why people need to put God first. Cathy talks about why it‟s important to go after God. Why it‟s important to pursue God. 
 
#463 Airdate: 3/11/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips Julie opens the program talking about what people can do to make 

themselves more content. Debbie talks about why it‟s important to build one another up. Why people need to encourage, compliment, give to others. Cathy talks about 
why her family did not celebrate birthdays while she was growing up. Talks about affection. Debbie talks about the purpose of affection. The ladies talk about why it‟s 
important to choose to have a good day. Why it‟s important to know who you are in God. Julie encourages the viewers to support Julie and Friends by getting the Julie 
and Friends Bible 
 
#401 Airdate: 3/22/16 Dated: Partnership Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Cathy Williams, Gloria Elliot Julie opens the program talking about 

Gloria Elliot. Talks about personality types. Gloria talks about how she got affiliated with TCT. Gloria talks about why it‟s important to be remembered for what you have 
done. Gloria talks about how serious she is. Why people need to be comfortable with whom they are. Patricia talks about why people need to let God‟s divinity invade 
their humanity. Gloria talks about how angry she was with the disciples for going to sleep in the garden. The battle in the garden. God is not mad at us for being human. 
Why people need to walk in humility before the Lord. The ladies sing Tis So Sweet. Gloria talks about how God is perfecting His people. 
 
#402 Airdate: 3/22/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Gloria Elliot Julie opens the program talking about Gloria‟s book. 

Gloria talks about why she never gave up. Gloria talks about how she was molested when she was young. Gloria talks about her testimony. How she was going to kill 
herself. Why people need to go in the spirit of meekness. How Christians are still human. Julie talks about why people need to walk through the process of forgiveness. 
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Gloria talks about why women need to be aware of what men go through. Talks about the ministry of reconciliation. Why people need to listen to the voice of God. Gloria 
prays for the viewers that are dealing with the same things that she is dealing with. 
 
#403 Airdate: 3/23/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Gloria Elliot. Julie opens the program talking about her book. How 
God brought Gloria here at the right season. Gloria talks about why people need to hear the voice of the Lord. Talks about the song she wrote: I Know I Can. talks about 
the man that she was going to witness to. Talks about the final chapter of her book. Why it‟s important to teach people to hear the voice of the Lord. How to recognize the 
voice of the Lord. Cathy talks about her experience in hearing the voice of the Lord. Julie talks about the Julie and Friends Bible. 
 
#404 Airdate: 3/24/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Gloria Elliot. Julie opens the program talking about forgiveness. 

Gloria talks about how people really need to see you just the way that you are. Gloria talks about why people need to represent Jesus. Why people need to glorify God, 
not God glorifying us. Why people need to learn obedience and submission. Why people need to worship, worship to glorify God for the right reasons. The ladies talk 
about the different distractions that people go through while they are worshipping. Talks about why people do not care for Christian TV. 
 
#405 Airdate: 3/25/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Gloria Elliot. Julie opens the program talking about Gloria‟s book: The 
Bittersweet, Never Give Up. Gloria talks about why people cannot hold onto their forgiveness. Why people should not allow the enemy steal from us any longer. Talks 
about how God thinks on a higher plane than we do. Why people need to yield to the Holy Spirit. The ladies sing Tis So Sweet To Trust in Jesus. Gloria talks about why 
the church does not have a burden to help the lost. Julie talks about the Julie and Friends Bible. Gloria talks about why people need to choose to follow Jesus. Julie 
encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
#411 Airdate: 3/28/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Betty Mills, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely Julie opens the program talking about how long Betty has 

been part of TCT. Patricia talks about how her son got married. Betty talks about her grandson got married. Betty talks about: how she met Walt. She talks about her 
childhood. She talks about her family. Talks about her family members that died. Talks about how her family members that have passed away. 
 
#412 Airdate: 3/29/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Betty Mills, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely Julie opens the program talking about Video On Demand 

call for prayer. Betty talks about how she loves shoes. Talks about the time when she sang with Walt. She eventually stayed home to raise children. Patricia talks about 
why you need to go to whereever God has called you to go. Betty talks about her children. How her son died. How her grandson died. 
 
# 413 Airdate: 3/30/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Betty Mills, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely Julie opens the program talking about Patricia‟s and 

Debbie‟s shoes. Debbie talks about how a great store to buy clothes at is Goodwill. Julie talks about giving. Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the 
women‟s Bible. Debbie talks about how everybody struggles with things that are beyond our comfort zone. The ladies talk about why people need to have a dependency 
on God. Patricia talks about how her husband forced her to run into the potential that she has, not the person that she is. Debbie talks about what to do if you see 
potential in another person. 
 
# 414 Airdate: 3/31/16 Host: Julie Nolan Guests: Betty Mills, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely Julie opens the program talking about how Cathy has 

forgiven her. Betty talks about why people should not hold grudges. Why people need to ask God to help with dealing with forgiveness. The ladies talk about how people 
are responsible for their response while forgiving others. Why people should not take other people‟s offenses personally. Talks about rejection. Why people need to go 
the extra mile to help their problems. How people are hurting and need God. How divorce affects family members. How random acts of kindness can help others. We 
need to listen to the voice of the Holy Spirit. 
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REJOICE CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
 

#REJ011416TCT Aired 2/7/16 on SD Host: Tom Nolan Guest: Susan Manion Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. Susan talks about: her 

involvement in the ICM Awards. When she began singing. how she reaching the youth audience. When she accepted Christ. The different kinds of music that she likes to 
perform. How her fans like the different kinds of music that she performs. Talks about her new CD coming out. Susan talks about Bethlehem Morning. Tom reads over all 
prayer requests. Tom prays for God to touch the viewers lives. There is power in prayer. Call in your testimonies. Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#REJ011816TCT Aired: 1/31/16 on SD, 2/6/16 on HD Host: Tom Nolan Guest: Gene Higgins Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. Talks 

about the ICM Awards. Gene talks about: how he got started working with the ICM Awards. Tom talks about why it‟s important to reach people where they are at. Why 
people need to present the gospel in a way where people will be reached. Gene talks about: what the viewers can expect to see when they watch the ICM Awards. Why 
he has to cut the budget. 
Tom talks about the production that will be done in the Nashville area. Gene talks about the number of things that you can do in Nashville. Tom reads over prayer 
requests. Tom reads over the viewers and their needs. Tom prays that God will meet their needs. Tom encourages the viewers to become a prayer partner. Encourages 
the viewers to support TCT. 
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TCT TODAY CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
 

#6685 Air date: 1/1/2016 Dated: It‟s New Years Day Hosts: Dr. Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan. Garth opens the program talking about how it‟s New Years day. 

Encourages the viewers to pray more and to spend more time in the Word. Garth talks about What the Bible Says About Prayer pamphlet. Support TCT. Talks about the 
Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Garth reads John 17, talks about why people need to glorify God. Talks about waiting for God to answer your prayer. The Rick Webb 
Family sings O Holy Night.Garth talks about how Christmas in July is getting popular. Jeff Wisely played O Come All Ye Faithful on his sax. Garth talks about prayer. 
Support TCT. Prays for God to help those viewers that call into TCT. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
#6686 Air date: 1/4/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Garth reads Genesis 3. 

We all have access to the tree of life. Encourages the viewers to read through the Bible. God will take care of his people. Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
Support TCT. Talks about how to text to give. Talks about What the Bible Says about Prayer Pamphlet. Garth introduces a roll-in of Dr. Fred Davis. Talks about Impact 

Fellowship. Why it‟s important to read your Bible. Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. How to text to give to TCT. 
 
# 6687 Air date: 1/5/2016 Dated: It‟s cold outside. Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tom Nolan Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips Garth opens the program talking about how cold it is 

outside. Talks about the flooding on the Mississippi. Tom shows pictures of the flooding in Missouri. Henry talks about why people need to put their trust in only God. 
People need to put their faith in God. People should not put their trust in flesh. Our anchor needs to be in the Lord. Garth encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their 
personal Lord and Savior. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Henry talks about how people are hungering for the truth. Why people need to wrap themselves up 
in prayer. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their personal Lord and Savior. Garth reads Psalms 5. People need God to surround us as a shield. Henry talks 
about the time when he fell asleep at the wheel while driving. Talks about how God was his shield. Garth talks about how God answers prayer in a better way than a 
person can imagine. Garth talks about What the Bible Says About Prayer pamphlet. Support TCT. 
 
# 6688 Air date: 1/6/2016 Dated: Tina‟s birthday Host: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about Tina‟s birthday. Tina talks about 

today is also Braylen‟s birthday. Garth talks about how the Lord is coming quickly. People need to be ready for the Lord‟s coming. Talks about forgiveness. Encourages 
the viewers to call for prayer. Tina talks about why people study the Word in depth. Garth talks about God‟s timing. People do not know when time will end. Tina talks 
about why people need to have good relationships with people. Garth reads Psalms 6, talks about how God‟s mercy will save people. God will help you to overcome your 
troubles. Seek God. Garth talks about the time when he met Tina. Garth talks about the pamphlet, What the Bible Says About Prayer. Support TCT. Talks about what 
prayer is. 
 
# 6689 Air date: 1/7/2015 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program encourages the viewers to look to the Lord. Talks about the new 

sports program. Garth reads Matthew 10:26–29, we need to be ready for the Lord‟s coming, how Jesus intercedes for His people. Tom talks about how God can answer 
prayer. God will answer prayer better than what people can imagine. We need to release our prayers to God. Garth talks about the time when he tried to start a new 
station, but the deals to the TV station fell through. Garth encourages the viewers to get What the Bible Says About Prayer pamphlet. Support TCT. 
 
#6690 Air date: 1/8/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tom Nolan Guest: Dan Willis Garth opens the program talking about Dan‟s church. Why people need to be ready for the 

Lord‟s coming. Dan talks about the Lord‟s coming. Encourages the viewers to sow $1000 to TCT. Encourages the viewers to walk in faith. God is redeeming time. The 
importance of the Gospel message. 5 people to give $1000. Garth encourages the viewers to accept Christ. Prays the prayer of Salvation. Garth talks about the What the 
Bible Says About Prayer pamphlet. Support TCT. Talks about the website. 
 
#6691 Air date: 1/11/2016 Host: Dan Willis Dan opens the program talking about how God let you live to see this day. Talks about the different seasons that Chicago 

has. Reads Galatians 6–9; talks about the due season. The abnormal, unnatural season. There was growth because of the environment. The two things that produce an 
environment in an abnormal season light. The temperature. Reads Isaiah 48:10, talks about the furnace of affliction. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Plant a 
$1000 seed. Talks about the Torah from Israel. The Spirit of Israel Bible. Dan Willis CD – A Man His Piano and His Worship. Dan prays for the viewers, and for God to 
bless the viewers. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
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# 6692 Air Date: 1/12/2015 Host: Dan Willis Dan opens the program talking about: the Holy Spirit is already touching you. Call for Prayer. Reads Matthew 5:13, talks 
about the salt of the earth. The new studio and prayer center in Nashville, TN. Support TCT. Introduces a roll-in of The Spirit of Israel Bible, and The Holy Land Edition of 
the Torah. Support TCT by giving $1000. CD: A Man his Piano and his Worship. How people will not be useful if people lost their salt. People can be diluting their faith. 

People need to be focused on their faith. God would like to stretch your faith. Plant a $1000 seed to TCT. Prays for the Holy Spirit to work in the viewers lives. 
# 6693 Air Date: 1/13/2015 Host: Dan Willis Dan opens the program talking about: encourages the viewers to call for prayer. When the doctors took out three tumors in 
his throat. the seven year Shemitah cycles. The year of Jubilee. The seven miracles. $1000 The Spirit of Israel Bible, The Holy Land Torah. Introduces a roll-in of The 
Holy Land Torah, The Spirit of Israel Bible. CD by Dan Willis called A Man His Piano and His Worship Joel 2, the miracles of Jubilee. Double portion. Financial 

Abundance. Restoration. Miracles. God‟s Divine Presence. Blessings upon your family. An Open Heaven. Prayers from God to perform miracles in the viewers‟ life. 
 
# 6694 Air Date: 1/14/2015 Host: Dan Willis Dan opens the program talking about: the new Nashville studio and prayer center. Dry wells. The Spirit of Israel Bible, The 
Holy Land Torah $1000.CD by Dan Willis A Man His Piano and His Worship. Introduces a roll-in that talks about the love gifts. Reads Genesis 37, talks about how they 

put Joseph in a pit with a dry well. What he learned about dreamers. Three points about dreamers. People never run to meet you. People never celebrate dreamers. 
Don‟t take bait from people who come from dry wells. People who have run to meet you have water in their wells. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about 
the love gifts. Prays that God would lead the viewers to support TCT. 
 
# 6695 Air Date: 1/15/2015 Host: Dan Willis Dan opens the program talking about: why it‟s important to yield whatever you have into God‟s hand. Turn your mud into a 
place, a Holy Ground. TCT is building a new prayer center and studio in Nashville, TN support TCT by planting $1000. The Spirit of Israel Bible, The Holy Land Torah. 
CD by Dan Willis called A Man His Piano and His Worship. Introduces a roll-in that talks about the Love Gifts. The story of Namaan. Namaan turned mud into Holy 
Ground by an action. He turned your mess into a miracle. $1000, support TCT. 
 
#6696 Air date: 1/18/2016 Hosts: Tom Nolan, Heather Nolan Guest: Pastor Bruce Mont (First Church of the Resurrection) Tom opens the program encouraging the 

viewers to call for prayer. Bruce talks about how God is challenging him to pray for other churches. Tom talks about how the different church denominations are more 
alike than they are different. Bruce talks about why it‟s important to get along with churches that have different denominations. Bruce talks about how prayer is effective. 
Tom talks about why people need to pray with expectancy. Bruce talks about that God can changes people‟s lives. The prayer room at his church. Tom encourages the 
viewers to support TCT. 
 
# 6697 Air Date: 1/19/2016 Hosts: Tom Nolan, Heather Nolan. Guests: Pastor Jeffrey Dennis and Angela Dennis (Mt. Calvary Baptist Church) Tom opens the program 

talking about how seeing the different stations is enjoyable. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Jeffrey talks about his church. Talks about the different ministries in 
his church. Talks about how the ministry, Agape, began. Tom talks about how important it is to serve others. Jeffrey talks about how real worship will help others. Talks 
about how his church helps people break down barriers in their life. Why people need to pray and connect with families. Jeffrey talks about why it‟s important to conquer 
your fears. Jeffrey prays for the viewers and prays that God will bring deliverance to the viewer‟s lives. Tom encourages the viewers to call in to tell TCT your testimonies. 
Encourages the viewers to become a prayer partner. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
# 6698 Air date: 1/20/2016 Host: Henry Phillips Henry opens the program talking about how to move forward in your life. Henry introduces a roll-in of The Spirit of Israel 
Bible and The Holy Land Torah. $1000. Henry reads Philippians 3:13, talks about the name January. Talks about the god of the two faces. People are facing yesterday‟s 
setbacks. A new identity will release a new destiny. To empower you to face forward. Allow God to turn your face to see your future. Forge of Freedom. Fast Forward. 
Move Forward in their destiny. Financial Favor. Henry encourages the viewers to look forward to a new day. Encourages the viewers to give $1000 to TCT. Henry 
encourages the viewers to get the love gifts. 
 
#6699 Airdate: 1/21/2016 Host: Henry Phillips Henry opens the program talking about purpose under siege. Introduces a roll-in of The Spirit of Israel Bible and The Holy 

Land Torah. Talks about purpose. The geography of purpose. The guidance of purpose. Every person needs a coach. The gateway of purpose. New levels will bring new 
devils. The goodness of purpose. Plant a $1000 seed. Talks about The Spirit of Israel Bible and The Holy Land Torah. Henry prays for the viewers, prays for the viewers 
to have purpose in their life. 
 
#6700 Air date: 1/22/2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about: this year is the year of the Crossover. Why people need to have total 
dependency on God. George introduces a roll-in of The Spirit of the Israel Bible and The Holy Land Torah. $1000. George reads Malachi 3:1–7; talks about the number 
ten. George reads Genesis 3:1–7; how Adam and Eve took leaves to make aprons. What happens when you disconnect yourself from God. George encourages the 
viewers to give $1000 to TCT. Talks about supernatural portion, and supernatural victory. 
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#6701 at WRLM Air date: 1/25/2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about: The Great Return The Spirit of Poverty George introduces 
The Spirit of Israel Bible and The Holy Land Torah. $1000. George talks about the Spirit of poverty and how to break the Spirit. Talks about Spiritual Warfare why it‟s 
important to shut the door of environment, poverty, literacy. Sow a $365 seed. The enemy knows that he has to restore to you what he took from you. Sow a seed of 
Sacrifice. 
# 6702 at WRLM Air date: 1/26/2016 Dated: It‟s the year of 2016. Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about he is taking back what the 

enemy has stolen from us. Reads Hebrews 11:1, talks about substance. Talks about the year of the Crossover. Reads Numbers 13:1-2, people need to take back their 
possessions. The trees that produce fruit. Talks about order in your life. George introduces a roll-in that talks about The Spirit of Israel Bible and The Holy Land Torah. 
$1000. George talks about what is special about the $1000 seed. Talks about The Holy Land Torah. Reads Numbers 13:23-26, talks about the three trees that produce 
fruit. Talks about what milk and honey is. The land is eating the inhabitance of the people. George talks about how you will come out with your possessions. This will be 
the year of the Crossover. George prays for the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#6703 Air date: 1/27/2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George talks about breaking the curse of poverty. Talks about rest. Talks about the importance of rest. Reads 

Exodus 20:8-11, 2 Corinthians 12, talks about the splendor and glory of God. Talks about the word “Sabbath” reads Exodus 16:23–27, talks about the rest of the Lord. 
The blessing is resting. George introduces a roll-in of The Spirit of Israel Bible and The Holy Land Torah. $1000. George talks about what manna is. Reads Exodus 3:21-
22, talks about favor. Reads 2 Chronicles 36:21, you work for six years, and then rest on the seventh year. You wake your blessing up to sow a seed. Talks about 
generational blessings. Reads Deut. 15:1, talks about the principle of release. George encourages the viewers to sow a seed, $1000. 
 
# 6704 Air date: 1/28/2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about identifying and breaking the Spirit of Poverty. do not abort your 

destiny with God. George talks about the Sabbath. 2 Chronicles 19:23, talks about the Sabbath. Allow the land to rest. George introduces a roll-in of the King James 
Bible and The Holy Land Torah. George talks about how words are completely powerful. Words can amplify negative and positive situations in your life. George talks 
about Mary and Elizabeth. Reads Luke 1:11-20, talks about how words can hinder God‟s will from coming forth. George encourages the viewers to sow a seed of 
release. The seed will bring you supernatural joy, supernatural health, supernatural money. Sow a seed of $1000. George encourages the viewers to sow the seed to 
TCT. 
 
# 6705 Air date: 1/29/2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about identifying and breaking the Spirit of Poverty. Reads Matthew 16:13–
20, talks about why people need to know who Jesus is. George introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible, and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. George talks about the 
keys of Heaven. Reads Number 14: 1, talks about evil spirits. George reads Luke 16: 19–31, talks about the gateway to hell. Talks about lights, solids, rest talks about 
the spirit of addiction. George introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible, and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. George talks about supernatural joy, healing, and money. 
George wants you to walk in victory and freedom. Sow a seed of $1000. 
 
# 6706  Air date: 2/1/2016 Dated: The month of February Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about why 

people should not put off tasks until tomorrow of what you can do today. Time is critical. Mentions that people have the same amount of time. People need to pray, 
dedicate their lives to the Lord. Julie mentions that people do not rest enough. Garth talks about why people need to work for six days and rest on the seventh day. Tina 
talks about the Sabbath. Garth talks about the Lapins. Tina talks about how wise the Lapins are. Garth talks about the upcoming sports program. Tom talks about how 
the program will begin in a few weeks. Garth talks about the Just For Today devotional, for any sized love gift. Talks about Partnership. Encouraging the viewers to call 
for prayer. Tom talks about the Food Supply Buckets. $195. Garth encourages the viewers to use their time wisely. 
 
# 6707 Air date: 2/2/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about the station managers. Garth talks about 

how he had faith to start a Christian television station. Reads Mark 11: 20-25; talks about faith. Believe in the words that you say they have power. Tom talks about how 
he is excited to see what God is doing within the Network. Julie talks about the importance of the prayer partner ministry. Garth talks about the time when God called him 
to start a Christian TV station. Tina talks about the Just For Today devotional. Tom talks about how people made fun of and laughed at Tim Tebow for being a Christian. 
Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Support TCT. Tom talks about the food supply bucket. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. $195. How to get 
multiple buckets. Garth talks about the Just For Today devotional. 
 
#6708 Air date: 2/3/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan Guest: James Payne Garth opens talks about the new office in Nashville, TN. James talks 

about how a man was healed with throat cancer. James talks about how a couple has a new job making $91000 per year. Talks about how God has blessed the couple‟s 
life. James talks about that he has gotten 83 churches out of debt. James talks about how God would like to build up wealth for the righteous. Garth encourages the 
viewers to sow a large amount to TCT for building the prayer center and studio in Nashville. James talks about planting and sowing. God will open doors for you. Garth 
encourages the viewers to pray for James as he travels around, helping the churches to get out of debt. 
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#6709 Air date: 2/4/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan Guest: Jeff Baker Garth opens the program talking about the manager‟s meeting. Why it‟s 

important to reach others for the Kingdom of Christ. Jeff talks about how much he enjoys working as a manager at the Raleigh, NC station. Tom talks about the 
production department. Talks about some of the programming that we record at TCT. Garth talks about the different music programs in Nashville, TN. Garth encourages 
the viewers to call for prayer. Why it‟s important to pray for the upcoming election. Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. Tina talks about how God is life and 
light. Where ever God is there is life around it. Garth talks about how God will never let you down. How much longer do you trust in God? Have you opened your heart to 
the Lord? Encourages the viewers to acknowledge God as their Lord and Savior. 
 
# 6710 Air date: 2/5/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan. Guest: Santosh Aghamkar Garth opens the program talking about how Larry Patton is 

retiring. Santosh is now the station manager at WLXI. Santosh talks about his job as the Production manager. Santosh talks about his family. Talks about what his family 
is doing for the Lord. Santosh talks about how he has a burden for young people. Why it‟s important for parents to teach their children to stand up for the truth. Garth 
talks about why people need to produce good fruit. Santosh talks about how reputation is the key to learning. Tina talks about why it‟s important to teach your children 
the Word. Garth talks about why it‟s important to listen to God. Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#6711 Air date: 2/8/2016 Host: James Payne James Payne opens the program talking about growth. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy 
Land Torah. James encourages the viewers to send in a $1000 gift. James talks about how God created the seed. James talks about planting and reaping. How to 
change your financial situation. Your seed connects you to God‟s source. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. Plant $1000 into 
TCT. James encourages the viewers to plant so that the TCT station in Nashville will have a prayer center and a studio. 
 
#6712 Air date: 2/9/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about Wealth transfer. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy 

Land Torah. James talks about TCT would like to build a studio and prayer center in Nashville, TN. talks about Philippians 4, talks about the wealth transfer. Talks about 
how Jacob has a wealth transfer. Talks about how King Solomon had a wealth transfer. Encourages the viewers to plant $1000 seed to TCT. James introduces a roll-in 
of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah roll-in. James prays for God to bind the enemy‟s desires in your life. 
 
#6713 Air date: 2/10/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about how God speaks with people. Talks about the Partner Bible. Talks about the 
Torah. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about TCT needs a new prayer center and a new production 
studio. James talks about following divine instruction. Quotes John 10:1-9. Reads 2 Kings 4:1–8 what do you have to give to the Lord that would change your life? Why 
it‟s important to follow divine instruction. James encourages the viewers not to be afraid of what God is calling you to do. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel 
Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000.James talks about how God will break the Spirit of debt over the viewers‟ lives if they plant to TCT. 
   
#6714 Air date: 2/11/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about the ways that God speaks to His people. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit 
of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about following divine instruction. Why it‟s important to listen to God‟s voice. Why people may lose part of 
their harvest. James talks about why people need to have faith. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about 

John 2:5, why people need to believe in what God says to do. 
 
#6715 Air date: 2/12/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about the Partner Bible. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the 
Holy Land Torah. James encourages the viewers to plant a $1000 seed. James reads Psalms 35:27, talks about the five doorways that Satan comes through. James 

talks about Proverbs 13:18, talks about why an unteachable spirit is a reason why people stay in poverty. Knowledge gives you power over prosperity. The thoughts of 
mentality. Talks about deception. Talks about laziness. Obedience. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. 
 
#6716 at WLXI Air date: 2/15/2016 Host: David Longobardo David talks about: talks about Psalm 23 talks about how TCT is growing. Support TCT. $1000. Introduces a 

roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. Talks about in the pasture – Shepherd‟s sufficiency. Sheep‟s stability how the sheep are safe in times of battle. 
What the word “green” represents. Reads Genesis 1:29–30, how God creates green things. Plant your seed in soil. Put your seed into the ground. Support TCT. God 
wants to bless you. 
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# 6717 Air date: 2/16/2016 Host: David Longobardo David opens the program talking about: A Kingdom Agenda reads Matthew 24:14, we all need to partner together to 
further the Kingdom of God. Encourages the viewers to give $1000. David introduces a roll-in that talks about the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. 
Talks about Matthew 4:17, talks about entering into the Kingdom. Talks about Christ‟s mission. Talks about the word “Basilica”. Talks about what the Kingdom agenda is. 
Talks about themission of Christ. God wants to display His person, His power, and His presence. Christians are a preview for the Kingdom to come. Encourages the 
viewers to sow to TCT $1000. Talks about the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. Support TCT. 
#6718 at WRLM Air date: 2/17/2016 Host: George Bloomer George opens the program talking about identifying and breaking the spirit of poverty. Support TCT. Reads 

Luke 10:30–36, pray for the viewers to call in to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to support TCT by giving $1000. George introduces a roll-in that talks about the 
Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. Talks about the spirit of Rejection. Reads Luke 10, talks about the Samaritan spirit the different ways that a person 
can sow to TCT. Sow the seed to become a Good Samaritan. 
 
# 6719 at WRLM Air date: 2/18/2016 Dated: its 2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about: you are moving into a new dimension with 

God. Encourages the viewers to send TCT $1000. To get the Torah. Or, sow $1 per day or $365 reads Luke 13:6–9, talks about seeds. George introduces a roll-in of the 
Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. George reads Luke 13:6–9, the fig tree was planted in the vineyard. God will bring you into your destiny. This is your 
season for a supernatural turn around. Encourages the viewers to sow a seed and to place a demand on a seed. George prays for the viewers to grow again. 
Supernatural joy, healing, and supernatural money. 
 
#6720 Air date: 2/19/2016 Host: Dr. Coy Barker Coy opens the program talking about: the plans that God has for you. This is a season of turn around. Reads 2 

Chronicles 20:20, talks about prosperity. God has a turn-around for your life. Reads Psalms 126, God is going to bring great change into your life. Talks about the word 
precious. How God is your source. Encourages the viewers to plant a $1000 seed to TCT. Reads pledges. Talks about his book: Double Release. $1000. Talks about the 

double release. Coy prays for the viewers to have double blessings over their life. Talks about leadership. 
 
#6711 Air date: 2/8/2016 Host: James Payne James Payne opens the program talking about growth. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy 
Land Torah. James encourages the viewers to send in a $1000 gift. James talks about how God created the seed. James talks about planting and reaping. How to 
change your financial situation. Your seed connects you to God‟s source. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. Plant $1000 into 
TCT. James encourages the viewers to plant so that the TCT station in Nashville will have a prayer center and a studio. 
 
#6712 Air date: 2/9/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about Wealth transfer. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy 

Land Torah. James talks about TCT would like to build a studio and prayer center in Nashville, TN. talks about Philippians 4, talks about the wealth transfer. Talks about 
how Jacob has a wealth transfer. Talks about how King Solomon had a wealth transfer. Encourages the viewers to plant $1000 seed to TCT. James introduces a roll-in 
of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah roll-in. James prays for God to bind the enemy‟s desires in your life. 
 
#6713 Air date: 2/10/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about how God speaks with people. Talks about the Partner Bible. Talks about the 
Torah. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about TCT needs a new prayer center and a new production 
studio. James talks about following divine instruction. Quotes John 10:1-9. Reads 2 Kings 4:1–8 what do you have to give to the Lord that would change your life? Why 
it‟s important to follow divine instruction. James encourages the viewers not to be afraid of what God is calling you to do. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel 
Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about how God will break the Spirit of debt over the viewers‟ lives if they plant to TCT. 
 
#6714 Air date: 2/11/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about the ways that God speaks to His people. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit 
of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about following divine instruction. Why it‟s important to listen to God‟s voice. Why people may lose part of 
their harvest. James talks about why people need to have faith. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. James talks about 

John 2:5, why people need to believe in what God says to do. 
 
#6715 Air date: 2/12/2016 Host: James Payne James opens the program talking about the Partner Bible. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the 
Holy Land Torah. James encourages the viewers to plant a $1000 seed. James reads Psalms 35:27, talks about the five doorways that Satan comes through. James 

talks about Proverbs 13:18, talks about why an unteachable spirit is a reason why people stay in poverty. Knowledge gives you power over prosperity. The thoughts of 
mentality. Talks about deception. Talks about laziness. Obedience. James introduces a roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. 
 
#6716 at WLXI Air date: 2/15/2016 Host: David Longobardo David talks about: talks about Psalm 23 talks about how TCT is growing. Support TCT. $1000. Introduces a 

roll-in of the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. Talks about in the pasture – Shepherd‟s sufficiency. Sheep‟s stability how the sheep are safe in times of battle. 
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What the word “green” represents. Reads Genesis 1:29–30, how God creates green things. Plant your seed in soil. Put your seed into the ground. Support TCT. God 
wants to bless you. 
 
 
# 6717 Air date: 2/16/2016 Host: David Longobardo David opens the program talking about: A Kingdom Agenda reads Matthew 24:14, we all need to partner together to 
further the Kingdom of God. Encourages the viewers to give $1000. David introduces a roll-in that talks about the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. 
Talks about Matthew 4:17, talks about entering into the Kingdom. Talks about Christ‟s mission. Talks about the word “Basilica”. Talks about what the Kingdom agenda is. 
Talks about the mission of Christ. God wants to display His person, His power, and His presence. Christians are a preview for the Kingdom to come. Encourages the 
viewers to sow to TCT $1000. Talks about the Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. Support TCT. 
 
#6718 at WRLM Air date: 2/17/2016 Host: George Bloomer George opens the program talking about identifying and breaking the spirit of poverty. Support TCT. Reads 

Luke 10:30–36, pray for the viewers to call in to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to support TCT by giving $1000. George introduces a roll-in that talks about the 
Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. $1000. Talks about the spirit of Rejection. Reads Luke 10, talks about the Samaritan spirit the different ways that a person 
can sow to TCT. Sow the seed to become a Good Samaritan. 
 
# 6719 at WRLM Air date: 2/18/2016 Dated: its 2016 Host: Bishop George Bloomer George opens the program talking about: you are moving into a new dimension with  

God. Encourages the viewers to send TCT $1000. To get the Torah. Or, sow $1 per day or $365 reads Luke 13:6–9, talks about seeds. George introduces a roll-in of the 
Spirit of Israel Bible and the Holy Land Torah. George reads Luke 13:6–9, the fig tree was planted in the vineyard. God will bring you into your destiny. This is your 
season for a supernatural turn around. Encourages the viewers to sow a seed and to place a demand on a seed. George prays for the viewers to grow again. 
Supernatural joy, healing, and supernatural money. 
 
#6720 Air date: 2/19/2016 Host: Dr. Coy Barker Coy opens the program talking about: the plans that God has for you. This is a season of turn around. Reads 2 

Chronicles 20:20, talks about prosperity. God has a turn-around for your life. Reads Psalms 126, God is going to bring great change into your life. Talks about the word 
precious. How God is your source. Encourages the viewers to plant a $1000 seed to TCT. Reads pledges. Talks about his book: Double Release. $1000. Talks about the 
double release. Coy prays for the viewers to have double blessings over their life. Talks about leadership. 
 
#6721 Air date: 2/22/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about Partnership. Encourages the 

viewers to fill out the pledge card. Talks about Corporate Matching gifts. Talks about EZ Pledge. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Encourages the viewers to 
support TCT. Julie talks about the people that are coming to TCT for Partnership. Garth talks about the Just For Today devotional. Tom talks about Periscope. Garth 
talks about devotion. Tom talks about the food bucket. Get the food bucket for $195. Garth talks about the food buckets. Garth talks about the National Religious 
Broadcasters Convention. Encourages the viewers to call in for prayer. Pray for TCT. 
 
#6722 Air date: 2/23/2016 Dated: It‟s Black History month Host: Garth Coonce, Tom Nolan Guest: Cathy Williams Garth opens the program talking about how Cathy is 

in charge of programming. Cathy encourages the viewers to buy the Julie and Friends Bible. Tom introduces a roll-in of a pastor of the Word Church talking about the 
Civil Rights movement. Garth talks about the program Celebrate. Garth talks about Partnership. Tom introduces a roll-in that shows Lonnie Brown talking about how the 
water is poisoned. How God can move in the situation. Water departments need to remove the lead pipe. Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the 
pledge card. Talks about planned giving. Talks about the matching gift program. Tom talks about the Just For Today devotional. Tom talks about the food bucket. Cathy 
talks about which packet she liked best. Garth encourages the viewers to pray for TCT. 
 
# 6723 Air date: 2/24/2016 Host: Dr. Coy Barker Coy talks about divine direction. Talks about 2 Chronicles 20:20, talks about struggles should end today. Delays are 

ending and promotion is coming. The divine window of opportunity: time. God will break debt over your life. Ecclesiastes 3:1–2, talks about how there is a time for 
everything. Encourages the viewers to sow $1000 to TCT. Talks about the book: Passport to Promotion. Reads the names of those giving to TCT. 
 
# 6724 Air date: 2/25/2016 Host: Dr. Coy Barker Coy opens the program talking about how being with God can change your life forever. There will be no more delays. 

Reads 1 Chronicles 12:32, talks about the time or the season. An opportunity that will not stay open forever. God is ready to cause change in your life. The covenants of 
promise. God‟s covenant. Good situations will happen to you when you establish covenant with God. Encourages the viewers to p lant a seed of $1000. Talks about the 
book: The Experience of Jubilee. What the word Jubilee means. Prays for God to bless the viewer‟s lives. Breaks the spirit of fear in the viewer‟s life. 
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# 6725 Air date: 2/26/2016 Host: Dr. Coy Barker Coy Barker opens the program talking about how this is a day of change. The God of the breakthrough is here. Talks 

about what prosperity means. It means Peace. Blessing means empowerment. Quotes Luke 4:18, talks about how the Spirit of the Lord is upon him. The trumpet of God 
is being sounded. How this is your time. Why it‟s important to know the season and understand the timing. Coy talks about freedom from poverty, freedom of rejection, 
freedom of bondage, and freedom from your personal household. How Coy and his faith made a faith promise to God. Encourages the viewers to support TCT by giving 
$1000. Talks about the book: Personal Jubilee. Coy reads over pledges. Coy breaks the spirit of fear in the viewer‟s lives. 
 
#6726 Air date: 2/29/2016 Host: Dr. Coy Barker Coy opens the program talking about why God sends messengers into your life. Talks about prosperity. A word from 

God can change your destiny and your future. Faith is what moves the hand of God. God‟s appointment means change. You must se ize this moment. Why people need 
to make a sacrifice to God. 1 Kings 17 encourages the viewers to give $1000 seed talks about the book: Passport to Promotion. Talks about how God blesses people. 
Reads over the names of the people who have supported TCT. 
 
#6727 Air date: 3/1/ 2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Anna Van Deventer Julie opens the program talking about how Anna is cooking and 

doing crafts. Anna talks about her bed and breakfast. Anna talks about human trafficking. Talks about what the women do when they are in the safe houses. Julie talks 
about the Pledge card. Tom talks about the building fund. Talks about the Pledge card. Tom talks about the Plan of Salvation booklet. Support TCT. Tom introduces a 
roll-in of Brian Arnold talking about how people are going to have to give an account of the things that we have done. Why people need to be moved with compassion for 
others. You need to meet the needs of others. Why people need to get the Father‟s perspective on their situation. Let go with what you have. Tom talks about the 
Father‟s perspective. Why people need to have the Father‟s perspective. Julie talks about Brian Arnold‟s testimony. Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
#6728 Air date: 3/2/2016 Dated: Partnership Host: Tom Nolan Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Henry and Tom talk about 

how technology is helping people to share the good news. Henry encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about Partnership. Talks about the different 
programming that airs at TCT. How God uses circumstances to help the calling of God in your life. Talks about what people are called to do at TCT. Tom talks about the 
differences between a career and a calling. Tom talks about the plan of Salvation packet. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the pledge card. 
 
#6729 Air date: 3/3/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: William Federer Julie opens the program talking about how William is here taping. 

William talks about: encourages the viewers to support TCT. Deconstruction. How to concentrate power in the hands of the King. Julie talks about the different books that 
William wrote. William talks about how Jesus paid the penalty of our sins. Talks about the different ways that a viewer can watch Faith In History. Talks about the history 
of the Income Tax. Thomas Jefferson. Tom talks about the plan of Salvation packet. Support TCT. Talks about Partnership. 
 
6730 Air date: 3/4/2016 Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guests: Cathy Williams, Shane Chaney Julie opens the program talking about Partnership. Shane talks about the 

Pledge Card EZ Pledge. Cathy talks about why expansion is so important for the end times. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Tom talks about how TCT is trying 
to get a new studio in Nashville. Julie talks about the different people who will be at TCT for Partnership. Julie and Tom talk about the Salvation booklet. Julie talks about 
the new sports program. T‟m talks about what men enjoy doing together. Shane talks about how men communicate with each other. Julie talks about Cathy‟s book: Our 
Journey to Oneness. Support TCT. 
 
#6731 Air date: 3/7/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about Partnership. Talks about the pledge card. Talks about 

the new station in Des Moines, Iowa. Tom talks about unity and why people need to come together when they are in Christ. Garth encourages the viewers to support 
TCT. Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Garth talks about the matching gift program. Talks about the Just For Today devotional. Talks about the different 

programs that TCT puts on with the partners‟ support. Tom talks about the new sports program. Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#6732 Air date: 3/8/2016 Dated: Partnership Host: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Garth opens the program talking about the Pledge Card. talks about the 

Corporate Matching Gifts talks about Planned Giving who will be here for Partnership Garth, Tom talk about Tom‟s son and the birth should come early. Julie talks about 
how TCT is always coming up with new programming. Tom talks about the Ask the Pastor program. Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the plan 
of Salvation booklet. Talks about the Just for Today devotional and the Daily Bible Reading Calendar. 
 
# 6733 Air date: 3/9/2016 Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Cathy Williams Garth opens the program talking about Partnership. Talks about the Julie 

and Friends program. Garth encourages the viewers to watch Partnership all next week. How the gospel has power to change situations. Talks about the Pledge Card. 
talks about Corporate Matching gifts. Tom talks about how to make a pledge online and by text. Garth talks about the plan of Salvation booklet. Why people need to let 
God solve their problems. Why people need to be confident and trust in God that he will do a good work in their life. God will perfect His people. Cathy talks about how 
light shines into the darkness. Garth talks about why people cannot out give God. Talks about how God times events so perfectly. Support TCT. 
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#6734 Air date: 3/10/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Shane Chaney Garth opens the program talking about Partnership. 

Talks about the Pledge Card. talks about Corporate Matching gifts. Shane talks about Corporate Matching Gifts. Garth talks about EZ Pledge. Shane talks about EZ 
Pledge. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Julie and Tom talk about how to text to give. Garth talks about the new sports program. Tom talks about the new promo 
video that will be made to promote the program. Julie talks about Video On Demand. Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Garth encourages the viewers to 
seek God‟s will for their lives. Why people should not get ahead of God. Julie talks about the Plan of Salvation booklet. Garth encourages the viewers to pledge $1 per 
day. 
 
#6735 Air date: 3/11/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Tina Coonce, Tom Nolan. Guest: Cathy Williams. Tom opens the program talking about Partnership. Tom talks 

about the Partnership programming. Talks about the Pledge card. Cathy encourages the viewers to watch Partnership. Tina encourages the viewers to give to TCT $1 
per day. Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Do something to support this ministry. Do what you can do. Tom talks about the plan of Salvation packet. Tina 
talks about how God wants to bless others. Tom talks about how God does something for somebody else and not for others. Tom talks about who will be at TCT for 
Partnership. Encourages the viewers to send in your pledge card. 
 
#6736 Air date: 3/21/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan. Guest: Shane Chaney Garth opens the program talking about Partnership. 

Julie talks about Partnership. Garth talks about the new station in Iowa. Tom talks about the Partnership. Tom talks about the speakers that preached during Partnership. 
Garth talks about the Anointing Oil. Talks about the different ways that a person can use the Anointing Oil. Talks about the Torah. Garth reads 2 Corinthians 9, talks 
about how much God loves a cheerful giver. God will supply seed to the sower. Encourages the viewers to trust God. Julie talks about how God is concerned about their 
children. Shane talks about how children are on their parent‟s mind. Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Garth talks about the tower that he wanted, but 
Garth trusted in God for that tower. Why it‟s important to trust God. Garth encourages the viewers to become a prayer partner. Garth talks about the different ways that a 
viewer can pledge to TCT. Talks about the different ways that a viewer can watch TCT. Prays for those viewers that need faith. 
 
#6737 Air date: 3/22/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Cathy Williams Garth opens the program talking about 

Partnership. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Tina talks about the importance of prayer. Why it‟s important to pray together. Garth and Tom talk about where the 
different TCT stations are located. Tom talks about the different ways that a viewer can watch TCT. Talks about how TCT signed onto Apple TV. Garth talks about the 
Anointing oil, and the Torah. Cathy talks about the mission of TCT. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Garth talks about the power of God‟s Word. The Word will 
change the viewer‟s lives. Garth talks about the very first piece of mail that TCT got. Tina talks about the program that is called Julie and Friends. Garth encourages the 
viewers to support TCT. 
 
#6738 Air date: 3/23/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Cathy Williams Julie opens the program talking about how much she is exhausted 

from Partnership. Talks about Partnership. Julie talks about the Salvation booklet. Tom talks about how to share your faith. Encourages the viewers to call in to support 
TCT. Talks about the anointing oil. Julie introduces a roll-in from Andrew Wommack that encourages the viewers to support TCT. Tom talks about how much the gospel 
is needed to go out to the world. Support TCT to support the expansion. Encourages sixty people to donate $15,000. Julie talks about the Torah. Introduces a roll-in that 
talks about the Torah. Tom talks about the new sports program. Talks about the host of the program. Support TCT. 
 
# 6739 Air date: 3/24/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Shane Chaney Julie opens the program talking about how thankful Shane is for 

supporting TCT. Shane talks about the different ways that a viewer can support TCT. Julie talks about the different ways that a viewer can connect with TCT. Tom 
encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages sixty viewers to give $15,000. Julie introduces a roll-in of Jennifer Kennedy-Cassidy, encouraging the viewers to 
support TCT. Tom talks about the plan of Salvation packet. Talks about how to share your faith. Julie talks about the anointing oil. Tom talks about the Just For Today 
devotional. Shane encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Tom talks about the prayer line and the prayer partners. Julie talks about the Salvation packet. Talks about 
the Julie and Friends Bible. Talks about the Torah. 
 
#6740 Air date: 3/25/2016 Dated: It‟s Good Friday Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan. Guest: Cathy Williams Julie talks about how Cathy is good at being a guest on the 

program. Talks about the plan of Salvation packet. Tom talks about how kids can celebrate Easter. Talks about why children need to remember the real reason of the 
Easter season. Julie talks about the President‟s Club. Introduces a roll-in that shows what the wall is. Julie talks about the map of the different broadcasting areas that 
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TCT broadcasts in. Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT to help TCT build new stations. Encourages sixty people to give $15,000 to TCT. Julie introduces a roll-
in that talks about the anointing oil. Tom talks about the six different areas that a person can grow in God. 
 
# 6741 Air date: 3/28/2016 Dated: Monday Morning Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan. Guests: Cathy Williams, Mike Daly Julie opens the program talking about Mike‟s 

devotion. Mike talks about discouragement and fatigue. Talks about how life is full and why people need to learn how to say no. God will be there for you when you are at 
the end of your rope. Julie talks about the Just For Today devotional. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Julie talks about the Salvation Packet. Tom talks about 
the several areas to grow in God. Tom talks about Video On Demand. Tom talks about the Anointing Oil. Tom talks about the Torah. Support TCT. Tom encourages the 
viewers for sixty people to give $15,000. Cathy talks about how she is working on building TCT‟s film library. Talks about the new sports program. Tom talks about some 
of the new programs that are coming to TCT. Mike talks about planned giving. Tom talks about Corporate Matching Gifts. Support TCT. 
 
# 6742 Air date: 3/29/2016 Dated: Partnership Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan Guest: Shane Chaney, Cathy Williams Julie opens the program talking about the pledges. 

Shane encourages the viewers to send in their pledges. Cathy talks about how loyal the partners are. Talks about how important it is to partner with the community. 
Shane talks about how this is a Christ-driven organization. Shane talks about how he learned about tithing. Talks about God‟s principles in giving. Julie talks about how 
giving encourages contentment. Tom talks about how TCT gets involved in community projects. Shane talks about the principles of money. Why people need to get right 
with the Lord. Call for prayer. Cathy talks about how giving is a mindset. Why people need to have an attitude of thankfulness. Shane and Tom talk about how there are 
sixty people to give $15,000. Tom talks about the plan of Salvation packet. Support TCT. 
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FAITH IN HISTORY CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
#484 – 1/1/16 & 3/25 William talks about: Islamic Slavery the book: What Every American Needs To Know About the Quran. How Muhammad becomes a political leader. 

What Hudna is The Muslim Slave Trade Miguel de Cervantes support TCT. 
 
#485 – 1/4 & 3/28 William talks about: William Shakespeare. The book: American Minute. The Julian Calendar and the Gregorian Calendar Henry XIII Puritans – were 

religiously strict Charles II- gave Pennsylvania to William Penn support TCT. 
 
#486 – 1/5 & 3/29 William talks about: Morocco- how they recognized America A Republic John Jay and Thomas Jefferson book: What Every American Needs To Know 
About the Quran. Stephen Decatur the Barbary Wars support TCT. 
 
#487 – 1/6 & 3/30 William talks about: the Treaty of Tripoli the book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran. John Jay John Paul Jones Joel Barlow the 

State‟s Government Control support TCT. 
 
#488 – 1/7 & 3/31 William talks about: the Treaty of Tripoli book: What Every American Needs To Know About the Quran. Joel Barlow Marine Swords Francis Scott Key 

the Treaties that Refer to God. Support TCT. 
 
#489 – 1/8 William talks about: Thomas Jefferson the book: American Minute. The Louisiana Purchase The Virginia Resolution the Anglican Church Jefferson‟s Bill 

support TCT. 
 
# 490 – 1/11 William talks about: John Paul Jones the book: American Minute John Paul Jones‟ ships The Russo-Turkish War Thomas Jefferson wrote to John Paul 

Jones how John‟s body was lost and recovered Muslim powers support TCT. 
 
#491 – 1/12 William talks about: Alex de Tocqueville book: American Minute the Great Awakening Revival how France got rid of anything God was in. book: Democracy 
in America What Sharia law is Josiah Hotchkiss Gilbert what a despot is support TCT. 
 
#492 – 1/13 William talks about: Mark Twain – Samuel Langhorne Clemmons book: Innocence Abroad The different books that Mark Twain wrote book: American Minute 
book: Innocence Abroad support TCT. 
 
#493 – 1/14 William talks about: Grover Cleveland Armenian Massacres book: What Every American Needs To Know About the Quran President Cleveland defended 

traditional marriage What Golf-Backed Currency is The Texas Seed Bill why God is a jealous God. Why people need to thank God. Why people need to seek God 
Support TCT. 
 
#494 – 1/15 William talks about: Grover Cleveland book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran. Winston Churchill Hilaire Belloc wrote The Great 

Heresies Arnold Toynbee The Armenians were massacred the three periods of the Ottoman Empire support TCT. 
 
#438 – 1/18 William Federer talks about: Book: America’s God and Country. What James Wilson did, Wilson believed that God was the One who sets up laws. Talks 

about the conscience, what the common law is. 
 
#439 – 1/19 William Federer talks about: Rodger Sherman book: America’s God and Country David Jones the Connecticut Compromise how coins were made out of 

Gold how paper currency was invented. Why Connecticut is the Constitution State. 
 
#440 – 1/20 William Federer talks about: the Farewell Address of George Washington book: America’s God and Country. The 22nd Amendment: Limiting Presidents to 

only two terms. How Rome was a Republic. Despotism support TCT. 
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#441 – 1/21 William Federer talks about: George Washington‟s warning to people what usurpation is debt and prosperity the different countries that hate one another. 

Benedict Arnold – did things to disobey his country. Global business. 
 
#442 – 1/22 William Federer talks about: George Mason Book: America’s God and Country what the Bill of Rights was written for why George Mason did not the Bill of 

Rights the Preamble of the Constitution. Support TCT. 
 
#443 – 1/25 William Federer talks about Fischer Ames book: America’s God and Country. What A Republic is the French Revolution morals – what happens when 

morals disappear. 
 
#444 – 1/26 William Federer talks about: Joseph Story – Supreme Court Justice. Book: America’s God and Country the Amistad Case the case, Vidal v. Girard, the rights 

of conscience. Why people need to defend their rights 
 
#445 – 1/27 William Federer talks about: Samuel Chase book: America’s God and Country the Stamp Act Thomas M‟Creery James Kent 
 
#446 – 1/28 William Federer talks about: Chief Justice John Marshall book: America’s God and Country. The Indian Removal Act the Whig what a federalist was who 

antifederalists are. 
 
#447 – 1/29 William Federer talks about: the church of the Holy Trinity v. United States book: America’s God and Country why the number “2” is holy in Islam the Court 

Case – The People v. Ruggles 
 
# 495 - 2/1 William talks about: Turkey turned from A Christian country book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran. The city of Constantinople what the 

Caliphate is. the Ridda Wars Muslims blew up buildings Ian Fleming Istanbul (city of riot) support TCT. 
 
#496 – 2/2 William talks about: Reporter Henry Stanley book: What Every American Needs To Know About the Quran. Dr. Livingston Opium Wars Neck yokes and leg 

irons How Livingston 
 
#497 – 2/3 William talks about: WWI Book: Change to Chains Baghdad Railway Otto von Bismarck Middle East Oil The U.S. gave ammunition to England The Lusitania 

and how the boat sunk How the different countries entered the way support TCT. How Livingston wanted to find where the Nile River Started Support TCT 
 
#498 - 2/4 William talks about: WWI Sargent York Book: American Minute How America entered the war Red Baron The Belfour Declaration. Support TCT. 
 
#499 – 2/5 William talks about: the book: American Minute Herbert Hoover Hoover‟s plan how the land was organized what happens when the government gets involved 

with people‟s issues. Support TCT. 
 
#450 – 2/8 William talks about: the debate in the Constitutional Convention. Book: From Change to Chains the Constitution and how the founders of American wanted 

the power to be tied from the leaders (Concentrating Power). Roger Sherman how the power of the States need to have their hands tied. The Tower of Babel. how 
leaders get greedy and always desire to have more money. Plato wrote a book called The Republic – talks about the people that love fame and honor. Plato‟s five stages 
of the love of fame and money. Support TCT. Frederic Bastiat 
 
#451 – 2/9 William talks about: human nature – how people lust for power. Greed, people‟s selfish nature. Plato wrote in The Republic- human nature. Frederic Bastiat 
the origin of plunder. Book: From Change to Chains Montesquieu – The Spirit of the Laws Noah Webster Support TCT. 
 
#452 – 2/10 William talks about: the tragedies that happened when a dictator was in power. Book: From Change To Change how people can be selfish the British Empire 

Samuel Langdon – Harvard President what happens when a person is too poor or too rich how lawlessness hurts and destroys people. why it‟s important to have a 
Revival. 
 
#453 – 2/11 William talks about: Republics and Democracies. Machiavellianism Hagel – how leaders need to create a crisis Calvin Coolidge why people want to find 

crisis. Bishop Francis Asbury. Book: From Change to Chains support TCT. 
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#454 – 2/12 William Federer talks about: James Monroe French officer: Lafayette – a friend of James Monroe. Monroe Doctrine. Why people need to have morals and be 
knowledgeable. What usurpation is. Book: America’s God and Country why people need to thank God for their blessings. Support TCT. 
 
#455 – 2/15 William Federer talks about: John Adams the legacy of John Adams book: America’s God and Country Abigail Adams Henry Adams – great-grandson of 

John Adams Henry Cabot Lodge – Edited Henry‟s autobiography. How unique America‟s history is. Why people surrendered their rights to the government. Support TCT. 
 
#456 – 2/16 William Federer talks about: the American and French Revolution. What Small Pox is. Jonathan Edwards the sermon: “Sinners In The Hands of An Angry 
God”. The Great Awakening Revival. How Timothy Dwight stopped French infidelity. Thomas Paine book: America’s God and Country Edmund Burke support TCT. 
 
#457 – 2/17 William Federer talks about: Edmund Burke book: America’s God and Country why Protestants want to break into groups Robespierre – Reign of Terror 

Talleyrand – French minister the Revolution in France support TCT. 
 
#458 – 2/18 William Federer talks about: Jonathan Edwards Timothy Dwight Voltaire – mockery of Religion why the encyclopedia edited out scripture verses the Fear of 
Man book: America’s God and Country How Voltaire made books against God, then put other people‟s name on the books. He did this because he desired to see Christ 

followers to appear that they disliked Christ. Support TCT. 
 
#459 – 2/19 William Federer talks about: Montesquieu talks about the three branches of government. How the three branches pull against each other. Why the King 
wants to be the law. Book: America’s God and Country how a despot rules people. How people fear dictators. The Caste Systems support TCT. 
 
#500 – 2/22 William talks about: book: American Minute Israel How there was resistance to recognize the state of Israel. What would happen if America would turn their 

back on Israel. America and Israel were founded by faith. Sharia Law. Support TCT. 
 
#501 – 2/23 William talks about: the Six Day War book: American Minute the definition of peace is different in the Muslim world. Honor killings how religions are different 

throughout the world. The definition of democracy support TCT. 
 
#502 – 2/24 William talks about: Hanukkah book: American Minute Why people need to follow good morals. Alexander the Great. The Seleucid Empire the Jewish 

Festival of Lights support TCT. 
 
#503 – 2/25 William talks about: Thomas Paine The Battle of Brooklyn Heights The American Crisis by Thomas Paine book: American Minute The Battle of Trenton 

support TCT. 
 
#504 – 2/26 William talks about: Valley Forge John Marshall book: American Minute Baron Frederick von Steuben Peter and Frederick Muhlenberg What a Republic Is 

support TCT 
 
#505 – 2/29 William Federer talks about: The history of slavery Book: Three Secular Reasons why America Should Be Under God The Most Common Form of 

Government The Concept of Equality Where the word “Slave” came from The Feudal System The Incan Empire Support TCT. 
 
#506 – 3/1 William Federer talks about: The Incan Empire Book: Three Secular Reasons Why America Should Be Under God. Slavery began in Cuba The Quaker 

Memorial Slave Revolts in Haiti The Civil War The Spanish-American War 
 
#507 – 3/2 William Federer talks about: How the First Amendment Evolved Book: Backfired The Great Migration The Federalists Camp The Bill of Rights Support TCT. 

 
#508 – 3/3 William Federer talks about: The First Amendment Book: Backfired. The Established Denominations The Purpose of the First Amendment The States that 

Allow the Blue Laws The rights of Conscience support TCT. 
 
#509 – 3/4 William Federer talks about: Joseph Story book: Backfired James Madison – “The Father of the U.S. Constitution”. The purpose of the First Amendment 

Herbert Spencer The case precedent theory the 14th Amendment support TCT. 
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#510 – 3/7 William Federer talks about: how the 10th and 14th Amendments were changed Book: Backfired people would change the wording of the Amendments Religion 

was under the States‟ jurisdiction. The “Crucible of Litigation”. Support TCT. 
 
#511 – 3/8 William Federer talks about: Separation of Church and State book: Backfired. Why Justices needed to recluse themselves. It was because they needed to 

hold old values Why people want the Bill of Rights to be destroyed Calvinistic church that Thomas Jefferson started. Jefferson‟s view on church and state. Support TCT. 
 
#512 – 3/9 William Federer talks about: James Madison book: Backfired. William Bradford The importance of the Freedom of Conscience George Mason proposed that 

handcuffs needed to be placed on the Government. The War of 1812. Why George Mason did not sign the U.S. Constitution. Support TCT. 
 
#513 – 3/10 William talks about: Book: Backfired Madison is the father of the Constitution. The Bill of Rights The Spectrum of Power John Leland Support TCT. 

 
#514 – 3/11 William talks about: the Freedoms of the Constitution Book: The Bill of Rights. Joseph Story What the Blue Laws Are The States that ratified the Bill of 

Rights. Support TCT. 
 
#480 – 3/21/16 William Federer talks about: The book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran how Muslims killed Christians Hudna Saint Nicholas the 

Battle of Laponto the definition of peace G.K. Chesterton The Islamic State Martin Luther support TCT. 
 
#481 – 3/22/16 William talks about: The book: What Every American Needs To Know About the Quran. The Reformation King Henry XIII Queen Mary Queen Elizabeth 

William Bradford the Spanish Armada How King James Settled in Jamestown The Separatists support TCT. 
 
# 482 – 3/23/16 William talks about: the Battle of Laponto the Battle of Armada the Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran. Charles V What a deep 

draft is The Battle of Kinsale support TCT. 
 
#483 – 3/24/16 William Federer talks about: the book: What Every American Needs To Know About the Quran. The Mayflower Compact Thomas Hooker: Hartford, 
Connecticut The Greek Athens Adam Smith‟s book: Wealth of Nations The history of the State of Maine How the Muslims were capturing ships support TCT. 
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RABBI LAPIN CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
#293 – 1/1/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about: fantasy. How doing the right thing comes at a high cost. How a friend was hurt when he didn‟t side with a 

trouble maker. How right actions caused pain. How Esther did the right thing. But she was in pain. How the right action can be judged. Why disciplining a child is tough. 
How pain can exist and is acknowledged. The fight with the pain between Jacob and Esau. Jacob loved Rachel and was in pain when Rachel‟s father tricked him. How 
God expects us to rise above. How Faith is non-negotiable. How people did not show up in other denominational weddings. And how much pain it cost people. How the 
happy ever after does not always happen. Support TCT. The business secrets from the Bible. Thought Tools. 
 
#304 – 1/4/16 & 3/11/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: their love affair for dogs. How he persuaded a child that a dog was a real dog. Toxins and fear of rejection. 

Shyness. How people are in danger of being isolated from other people. The life of Joseph. How Joseph sent wagons to bring back his father. How people shape our 
destiny and our future. Support TCT 
 
#274 – 1/5/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about: how much they appreciate everybody at TCT. Why people need to listen twice as much as they talk. Why 

people need to develop an ability to listen. Why people need to be good listeners. Reads Numbers 36:13, Leviticus 3, Genesis 1, and Exodus 14:8 and talks about how 
Israel plays a vital role in human history. How each book of the Bible states Israel in the book. How people that came over to American brought a Torah with them. Why 
the blessings came to America. The blessings of Israel. 
 
#275 – 1/6/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about: how their airplane was delayed. How people aren‟t known to go to bed early. Why people need to think 

things through. Why people should not follow their lives on slogans. How words are very powerful. How women score higher than men in some ways. How people 
respond to others in action. Exodus 4:10, how Moses was not a fan of words. Reads Exodus 3:10, how God said to go to Pharaoh. How Moses did not say “I‟m not a 
man of words”. How Moses has to arise the people of Israel. Why the Lord wants the deliverance to be His work. How the Word is more important than an action. 
Encourage the viewers to write in. 
 
#305 – 1/7/16 & 3/21/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin talk about: why people desire to be perfect. How people desire to make situations perfect. Heaven and earth – 

Spiritual and physical reality. God created heaven and earth. The Hebrew language for the word “fire” and “water”. Spiritual power. Business Secrets From the Bible 
(book) his website. 
 
#276 – 1/8/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about: why people should not be telling their children to shoot people down. The perils of profanity. How people 

seek transformation. How transformation is a human desire. How there is no word for hero in Hebrew. Reads Genesis 12:1, talks about how Isaac followed his father. 
Why people need to hear the full perspective that God gave His people. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Thought Tools. Why people need to be open to God‟s 
full projection that God gave to us. Encourages the viewers to go to Rabbi‟s website. You‟re alive when you cling closely to the Lord 
 
#306 – 1/11/16 & 3/22/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about: how grateful Rabbi is to Susan. How Rabbi and Susan wrote letters to keep in touch with other 

people. How God does not desire for men to be alone. The different verses in the Bible – where it says “It‟s not good”. Why it‟s important to delegate tasks. Why parents 
need to delegate tasks to their children. Why it‟s good for men to stay together. Support TCT. Talks about his website Thought Tools. 
 
#250 – 1/12/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: the different struggles that happen when you want to do something. The things that a person needs to know when 

you go into a conversation. Why it‟s important to know what to pray for before you pray for it why people need to be grateful to God. What the word lest means. The word 
perhaps. What the word Maybe means reads Genesis 2:4 reads Genesis 18:24 Abraham and Rebekah. Reads Genesis 24:5 how Eliazar gave Abraham the job, and 
how much trust is in the relationship. Talks about Thought Tools. How to get the Thought Tool book. We are glad that we are here with you on TCT. 
 
#252 – 1/13/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: the different dams the different bridges that are connected to cities. How New York became the most important city. 

Because of a ditch that connected the great lakes to the Hudson River. The Erie Canal and the locks. The Transcontinental Railroad. Hooking up spotted owls to a car 
battery. Reads Psalms 24:1–2 talks about how everything in the earth is God‟s. Reads Psalms 115:16 talks about what belongs to the Lord and what belongs to man. 
Why people need these two verses. Why people isolate themselves from God. How they view energy. How oil is being produced. Secularism. Mythology. How energy is 
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used. How people use energy. How God showed people how to use energy. How rejection of God is normal. How clinging to the Lord encourages growth in many areas. 
Check out his website. 
 
#307 – 1/14/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: the time when Jacob found out that his son is alive. Examines the Hebrew word for “face”. Examines the Hebrew word for 
“water”. Isaac and Jacob – those men who continued to their spiritual destiny. Why a person wants their face to change. Book: Buried Treasure. Support TCT. 
Encourages the viewers to go to his website. 
 
#253 – 1/15/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: their ancestors and where they came from why looking up your ancestor is very valuable. Limitations. Why it‟s 

important to know something about America‟s founding fathers. reads Genesis 50:25 reads Joshua 24 reads Exodus 13, talks about how they took the bones of Joseph. 
Joseph dreams (Genesis 37:13) how the tomb of Joseph was destroyed. Why it‟s important to have a relationship with your ancestors. Encourages the viewers to 
support TCT. The clash of destiny encourages the viewers to go to his website. Encourages the viewers to sign up for thought tools. Why spiritual realities matter. 
 
308 – 1/18/16 Daniel and Susan talk about: why people need to face reality talks about how gender can affect others. Talks about external authority among gender. 
Talks about how people can be identical and interchangeable. How culture can paint reality. How people can become closer to God. Book: Buried Treasure. Why people 
need to keep exploring God. 
 
#254 – 1/19/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: motor cars why people buy cars why people look at the car‟s manual. The definition of a Torah. How God wants His 

people to come up with new ideas. Why having good ideas is valuable. Reads Exodus 23:17 talks about the festival of Passover. The Three Festivals. Reads Exodus 
34:23, talks about why people don‟t do repetition. The secret to go up. The active ingredient to creativity. The holiday of Tabernacles. Why people need to visualize 
success. Growth. The sequence of equations. Happiness and breakthrough. Talks about the pursuit of fun. Why fun and happiness are not the same thing. Go to Rabbi‟s 
website. 
 
#255 – 1/20/15 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: Yom Kipper. How people are something special. Talks about 2 Kings 5 talks about leprosy. What happens when you 

can‟t translate a word into English? How your spiritual condition impacts your physical condition. Talks about the actions of dominance talks about the King of England of 
WWII and how he went to the party and how he didn‟t recognize King George. Talks about why people need to be aware of your strengths. Encourages the viewers to 
subscribe to Thought Tools. 
 
#309 – 1/21/16 Daniel and Susan talk about: how David was rejected by his father. Reads Lev. 25, talks about the number of Sabbaths in a year. Economic creativity in 

the 1850s. How our bodies can tell when it is night and day. They will keep track of the seven day cycle. What they do on the Sabbath. Support TCT. 
 
#256 – 1/22/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how people are being tugged in different directions. How people are working to serve people. Why work should be 

our mission. Reads Joshua 1:8 talks about when you should be doing your job. Reads Deut 11:13, talks about how much you should love the Lord your God. Reads 
Genesis 5:29, Genesis 3:17 talks about how the ground didn‟t produce. Talks about an agricultural plow. How people can show love to God by doing their work for other 
people. Why people need to dedicate their lives to serve other people. What animal pulled plows in the past. Encourages the viewers to go to TCT‟s website. 
 
#310 – 1/25/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: a Godless reality. Owning property in a Godless reality. Why God would like ownership. Reads Micah 4:3, how people will sit 

under God‟s fig tree or vines. Why people should do something to prevent „ownerlessness‟. How people can change their enemies to their friends. Why God prefers that 
people own things. We need to protect property rights. Why people need to return the property to the owner. Support TCT. Book: Buried Treasure. 
 
#257 – 1/26/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: inherited physical characteristics. Why Christians and Jews can work together. Why people need to be united and 

do things together. How much he notes sports. Why people need to be united. Some of the discrepancies in scripture. Masculine and feminine activities. The different 
hormones in men and women. The people in Israel that journeyed and camped. Reads Numbers 21:10. Reads Exodus 19:2. Reads Exodus 14:10 book: Business 
Secrets from the Bible. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to go to his website how God wants His people to build unity. 
 
#258 – 1/27/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how much he likes fan mail. How much he loves when people come back to the Lord. Special places for praying. How 

and why Abraham prays. Reads Genesis 19:27, talks about the importance of a fixed place. Thought Tools. The word place. How to be in God‟s place. Reads Numbers 
23:13, why people need to work on changing themselves and not the place. Why people need to improve themselves. Ways that people can do better. The CD: The 
Gathering Storm. Encourages the viewers to go to Rabbi‟s website. Thought Tools. 
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#311 – 1/28/16 Rabbi and Susan talks about: why a committee establishes and changes laws. How consequences may not happen if you do something. Support TCT 

and other Christian ministries. The law that states that cousins should not marry. Reads Lev. 18:12, how we cannot marry our Aunt or niece. There is a respect when it 
comes to the generation being closer to the self. Women – do not undermine the respect that you should have for your husband. Support TCT. Talks about his website. 
#259 – 1/29/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how they switched seats. Talks about mirrored images. How mirror images reverse you. How left and right don‟t have 

meaning but top and bottom do. Why God wants people to be making money why people need to serve other people. Talks about how clothing distinguishes the upper 
part of the body from the lower part of the body. How Christians are the most charitable people in the world. How people give more than 10% of their finances. Talks 
about taxes. Talks about the principles of what a person can give to the Jewish community. Why it feels better to help other people. Talks about the Hebrew word for ten, 
tithe, wealth why charity is the avenue to wealth. Book: Thou Shall Prosper. Talks about his website. 
 
#312 – 2/1/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: Israel. What happens on the Day of Atonement. The march around Jerusalem. The Holiday of Tabernacles. Why it‟s 
typical to wear a scarf. Reads Numbers 5, talks about the culture of Israel. Encourages the viewers to go to Through Tools Book: Buried Treasure 
 
#260 – 2/2/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how people can choose to be what they want. The relationship people have with their fathers and mothers. How men 

marry women - who proposes in the relationship? (Do women propose to men?) Feminism. Nouns that is masculine or feminine. The nouns that is masculine or feminine 
in Hebrew. Reads Ezekiel 9:6, Deut. 32:25 how any word can be tied together. Reads Exodus 17:9 talks about the word to choose. Why men have more choices than 
young women. Why people need ambition. Why choices shouldn‟t be taken away from men. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about Thought Tools. 
Encourages the viewers to make wise choices. 
 
#261 – 2/3/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: shark attacks. Laughter. The birth of Isaac. Reads Genesis 14, and talks about the word King. Leadership. The word 

driver. The first time the word King was used. Reads Deut. 33:5 how people are in leadership because they cause dissention between each other. Why people need to 
be wary of leaders. Reads Genesis 14:14 Eliazer. How kings were dispensable. Why leaders need to create unity. Thanks TCT for making Ancient Jewish Wisdom 
possible. Go to TCT‟s website go to Rabbi‟s website. How God can bring the opportunity for leadership 
 
#313 – 2/4/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: Israel. Talks about the different street names in Israel. How the Hebrew language is unique. The classical Greek language. 
Reads Genesis 15, the modern work for a computer. The movie Exodus. Support TCT. Book: Buried Treasure. 
 
#262 – 2/5/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: why they started taking vacations on a boat. How they love to go boating. The book of Jonah. Reads Jonah 1. How 

Jonah went through a transformation. How he was so self-centered that he didn‟t notice that he was in trouble. How people affect each other. How this could be a story of 
growth. Encourages the viewers to write the Lapins. Encourages the viewers to get their CDs. encourages the viewers to go to TCT‟s website. Encourages the viewers to 
write in to tell the Lapins to use the English or Hebrew names. How to sail back into view. 
 
#314 – 2/8/16 Rabbi and Susan talks about: how it is impossible for human beings to fly. Reads Genesis 4, Exodus 14 the Hebrew word for “Mourning”. Grief. Why 
people need to mourn how people deal with sadness and ridicule. How action defeats sadness. Buried Treasure. Support TCT. The finest cure for sadness. 
 
#263 – 2/9/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: the different schools he studied before he came to America. The lavatory. How everything is so open how God 

created people to be givers and not takers. Why people need to increase their giving. Why God wants us to give. How giving produces happiness. Why people need to 
be givers and not takers.Why people do better when people give than when people don‟t give. Reads Proverbs 11:24 and talks about giving the Sabbath and why people 
work six days a week. Havdalah set the overflowing of wine. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. The book: Thou Shall Prosper. Encourages the viewers to go to 
Daniel‟s website. 
 
#265 – 2/10/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how much they like cryptograms. How they would complete cryptograms. How letters appear more frequently in the 

Bible. How Tet is missing in Exodus. Reads Genesis 1:4 the nine months of pregnancy. Talks about what is good about pregnancy. Why it‟s important to be aware of 
another person‟s needs. Susan talks about what she loves about being pregnant. What it means to do well. Reads Deut. 5:15, talks about an outstretched arm. Reads 
Exodus 20:10 and talks about where the letter “Tet” appears. The CD: The Ten Commandments encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to go 

to Rabbi‟s website. Thanks for watching. 
 
#315 – 2/11/16 Rabbi and Susan talks about: the foods that are customary to Jewish holidays. Why Muslim terrorists want to take out the Christian population. What to 

do to refrain from being a petty person. Encourages the viewers to visit the TV website. Support TCT. Why it‟s important to study the word of God. 
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#266 – 2/12/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: their differences in school. Why he doesn‟t have any idea why people go to school. Reads a paper of Thomas Henry 

Huxley.The purpose of education. Self-discipline. Will power. Reads Psalms 111:10 poverty how people in schools are teaching character. Reads Proverbs 1:7 wisdom 
character development how every letter has a number encourages the viewers to support TCT. The book: Buried Treasure. Encourages the viewers to go to Daniel‟s 
website. 
 
#316 – 2/15/16 Rabbi and Susan talks about: the words “Fair”, “Rich”. Why people cannot think of themselves as being poor. Why people can and cannot change nature. 

Why people need to recognize the changeable from the unchangeable. Support TCT. Encourages the viewers to write to them with any questions. 
 
#267 – 2/16/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: how good Susan is with guns. How good their family is with guns. The questions that he asks his daughter‟s 

boyfriends. How language is important in the way people talk with one another. How people can communicate with other people and how the way you communicate with 
others matters. Why confidence matters while asking questions. what attributes are good and valuable with people reads Genesis 2:7 reads Genesis 6:7, talks about the 
words human, humbles why our linkage to the earth is very important what it means to be too close to God. People‟s intellect. Why people need to stop obsessing about 
the negative things in their life. Why people strive to reach higher. Why people shouldn‟t be passive. Why all people need to give and take. Encourages the viewers to 
support TCT. Talks about the book: Buried Treasure. 
 
#268 – 2/17/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: reputation in business why people trust and count on reputation. Why people maintain reputation. Talks about how 

Abraham wants to bury Sarah. Reads Genesis 23:16, talks about how Efron is spelled. How much money Efron gave the servant. Reads Genesis 18 – talks about how 
he was promised bread and water but brought meat. Why it‟s important to say no why it‟s important to have desire and drive why news doesn‟t have a good reputation. 
His books: Thou Shall Prosper and Business Secrets of the Bible encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to take a look at his website. How 
God is pleased when you are delivering to God more than you promised. 
 
#318 – 2/18/16 Rabbi and Susan talks about: why people do not need a TV anymore. Why it‟s important to learn about the Bible. Reads Leviticus 11, talks about what 
God says you can eat. Why you can eat things that have scales and fins. Book: Buried Treasure support TCT. 
 
#269 – 2/19/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: Rabbi‟s father. The different art. Mona Lisa. How his father was talking negatively about the painting. Why you can‟t 

talk about how the Bible doesn‟t make any sense. The Ainesworth Bible. How people can get so much more out of their Bible. Reads 2 Kings 14, talks about the Code of 
Hammurabi how common it is to punish family members of the perpetrator. Reads Deut. 24:16, Numbers 4:18, why people need to be compassionate. The different 
kinds of laws. The Law of gravity and the speed limit law. The laws that are decrees. Those laws that are built into the universe. How God is divine justice. Talks about 
judging others. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the Gathering Storm. Encourages the viewers to subscribe to Thought Tools. 
 
#319 – 2/22/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: cattle egret talks about how man needed to work the garden. Talks about the lion. Bungee jumping. How constantly moving 
your hands around is bird-like or very unique. Why people need to work on behaviors that need to be worked on. People need to be lion-like. Book: Hands-Off This May 
Be Love. 
 
#270 – 2/23/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how much it bugs people when people say Happy Holidays. How Thanksgiving is a holiday of thanks to God. The 

Jewish holidays. The holiday of gathering. First fruits. Quilting. Reads Psalms 147 how many people celebrate a Passover sader. Jacob. Why we need to bring our first 
fruits to the Lord. How people immigrate how people produce a tendency to be alone. Why nature encourages isolation. Why it‟s important to be connected to others. 
Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Why thanksgiving is one of the ways to joy. 
 
#271 – 2/24/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: why people say “I hope you got up on the right side of the bed”. Why it‟s important to start your day right. How Jewish 

people start their day talks about the prayer that Jewish people pray to start their day. Why people need to start their day thanking God. Why people need to extend 
gratitude to those around you. Talks about acknowledgement and thanks. Reads Genesis 29:31, talks about how Jacob loves Rachel more than Leah. Talks about how 
women need to be told that they are loved. How people need to reassure. Why people need to accept reality why people are focused on not having gratitude to God. 
Talks about how triceratops was recognized. How people are not a flux. Talks about an atheist and his philosophy about raising children why people need to show 
gratitude to God. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to ask real live questions. 
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#320 – 2/25/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: encourage the viewers to support TCT. The power that a woman can have over a man. How people are influenced by 

women. Reads Genesis 2, talks about how God worded Genesis 2 the way it is worded. Why people depend on their dads. Why a man needs to cleave to his wife. Book: 
Hands off. This May Be Love. 
#272 – 2/26/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: belief and knowledge. A friend‟s belief and knowledge. How he doesn‟t believe in Sasquatches. What you believe is 

who you are. What a conversation is. The time when Rabbi realized who God wanted him to be. Reads Genesis 19:15–16, talks about how Lot is chained to his identity. 
The words the Eliazer said how people struggle with what people do. Genesis 39 and talks about how Patiphar‟s wife attacked Joseph. How Joseph recognized who he 
was. How Aaron to the High Priest. How everybody has struggles. How people struggle with who they are. Talks about the book: Dear Rabbi and Susan. 
 
#273 – 2/29/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about: how the family likes to boat how beautiful the mountains are. A molecule. Micro and macro. How people can tell if 

people have happy or bad homes. Reads Genesis 2:10, Joel 4:18; Genesis 3:24, Exodus 25:20 talks about Cherubim. How Cherubs are placed in various places. Reads 
Genesis 3:21, Exodus 28:4. How special clothes were out of the temple. The blessings that are spoken in meals and how they are repeated in the Garden of Eden. How 
people can use technology to spot aircrafts. Why it‟s worth-while to get things done. Why people need to be okay with being 2nd or 3rd best. Why people need to care how 
they are dressed while at home. Why people need to make their homes a safe place. How food is placed on the altar of our homes. How important it is to allow God to 
walk upon us. How our home is the place to discuss God‟s principles. Talks about the book: Dear Rabbi and Susan. Why people need to express appreciation. 
Encourages the viewers to write to Rabbi. 
 
#299 – 3/1/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: the advantages and disadvantages of living in different places. The story of Joseph why Joseph did not send a 

message to his family. Talks about thought tools. How a photograph can be two-dimensional. 
 
#300 – 3/2/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: the two different ways of standing. Talks about posture. Why it‟s important to use the correct word for standing. 

Reads Deuteronomy 29:9, Genesis 41 Thought Tools. The Hebrew Roots of the word “standing" in the English language. The permanent standing stone. Do not dwell on 
your problems and make a stand against dwelling on your problems. Book: Thought Tools 
 
#321 – 3/3/16 Rabbi and Susan talks about: expiration dates. Memory and morality. Why people should take leadership seriously. Why Joshua buried the body of Joseph 
why having money problems can be a result of making mistakes. Attitudes can change when behaviors shift downward. Book: Hands Off. This May Be Love. 
 
#301 – 3/4/16 Daniel and Susan talks about: granddaughters‟ birthdays that are coming up. How trends are important in this culture. How not having a father can impact 

children. Why people need to read words according to what God says about the situation. Where the word equal shows up in the Bible. The Tower of Babel. How he is 
feared with inequality Thought Tools. Support TCT. 
 
#322 – 3/7/16 Rabbi and Susan talk about: birth order. Talks about Jacob‟s children reads Genesis 29, Numbers 32, talks about crossing the Jordan. Reuben and Gad 

are both firstborn children. Why people need to focus on families, then on wealth. Why it‟s always nice to be part of a faith family. Why people need to be givers and not 
takers. Book: Thou Shall Prosper. Support TCT. Thought Tools. 
 
#302 – 3/8/16 Rabbi Daniel and Susan talks about: Faith and Finances – Business Secrets of the Bible. An email from Ask the Rabbi. Reads emails and questions from 
viewers regarding their finances how family and money is essential. Talks about the Ask the Rabbi page. How money is beneficial to other people. Making money is not 

greedy. Support TCT. 
 
#303 – 3/9/16 Daniel and Susan talks about: the Hebrew word for coincidence. How God structures things. How the world wants a Godless perspective. The Hebrew 

word for clarity and ice. Why God is not an ATM machine. Support TCT. 
 
#323 – 3/10/16 Daniel and Susan talk about: how there is a comfort in familiarity. The story of Noah. How man and animal save one another in the book of Jonah. What 

happens when a person gets married? Phonics encourages the viewers to visit their website. Encourages the viewers to connect with them. 
 
#277 – 3/29/16 Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about: how smoking is equated to bad behavior. If you view barbarians, you will have an unrealistic view of the 

world. How business is about greed and selfishness. How business can be greedy. Socialism how people should be treated. What be holy means how people are 
separated from the rest of the world. Why people cannot buy into the lies of our time. Reads Leviticus 19 why it is a good thing to be a contributor to society Thought 
Tools encourages the viewers to have total peace. 
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LEN AND CATHY CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
New Years Day2016– 1/1/16 Len and Cathy reads Isaiah 43:19, how God will make a way and do a new thing for people why people need to believe in God for speedily 

and suddenly. This is your year of blessings. People need to decide to increase their word level. Why people need to let the negative words go. People need to decide to 
speak positive words to people. Why people need to say what they want to happen. Why people need to stay in the present tense. Why people need to praise and 
worship and dance in the Spirit. 
 
#323 – 1/4 Len and Cathy talk about: how Christ is in us. Reads 2 Corinthians 4:7 and talks about God‟s class. Christ is the spotless lamb and sent by God. How to get 

rid of curses. Reads Romans 8:28 talks about worthiness of each person. To conform people in the image of God. Talks about the fellowship of God and man. Talks 
about John G. Lake. Reads Romans 8:11 and talks about divine healing. Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ. 
 
#324 – 1/5 Len and Cathy talk about: How God breathed life into a human at conception. How people need to build a bridge back to God. Reads Romans 4:17 and talks 
about those things that are God‟s. Reads Psalm 112:1-3 and talks about how to obey the Lord. 
 
#325 – 1/6 Len and Cathy talk about: support TCT. Reads Psalm 1:12 and encourages the viewers to go to TCT‟s Facebook page. Reads Psalm 112:2-5 talks about the 

Lord‟s Grace. Reads Psalm 112:7 and encourages the viewers to be fixed in trusting in the Lord. Don‟t run into your giant. How to walk through your valley of the shadow 
of death. Reads 1 Samuel 17:43 and Psalm 112 and talks about how we can‟t be afraid. Cathy encourages the viewers to watch TCT. 
 
#326 – 1/7 Len and Cathy talk about parents. How parents can knock their child down. Cathy reads 1 Peter 5:8-9 and talks about how to be bolder. Len and Cathy talk 

about how to teach your kids how to use electronics. What to do if your child is using pornography. How to break pornography off of your child. How to help them by 
studying and speaking the Word. How they feel about kids spending the night at their friend‟s house. Do not like it because of how other kids are raised. Don‟t assume 
that your local church group is a teen haven for your child. Len talks about how everybody lies. Len talks about how he took away his son‟s car after going to a rock 
concert. Cathy talks about how people adopt a pervert as their best friend. Cathy encourages the viewers to be bold parents. And to raise innocent and pure kids. Cathy 
and Len end the program mentioning that they are praying for you. 
 
#327 – 1/8 Len and Cathy talk about winning in life. Len and Cathy also talk about sharing your faith. Talk about the joy in leading others to the Lord. How to influence 

other people for the Lord. Talk about how to enjoy your life. Reads 1 Thess. 2:19 and talks about joy that somebody else will stand with the Lord. Len thanks the partners 
for supporting TCT. Why people need to get right with God. Len reads Daniel 12:3 and talks about those soul winners will shine like stars. Len and Cathy talk about the 
different people that he led in Buckingham Palace. Reads 2 Cor. 5:17 and talks about the ministry of reconciliation. Be reconciled to God. Talks about how to compliment 
people while leading them to Christ. Cathy talks about reconciliation. Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ. Len encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#328 – 1/11 Len and Cathy talk about: soul winning. Cathy talks about how they came to the Lord. How the producer “Ken” showed them Christ. Talks about how they 

accepted Christ. Len talks about how he found Jesus. Cathy talks about how to evangelize. Cathy talks about how to pray for a person who is not saved. Reads 2 
Corinthians 4:3-4 and talks about how the devil blinds others. How to break the blindness off people reads Matthew 5: 35–36 and talks about how to preach the gospel 
and be healed. Cathy talks about how the Lord draws people to Christ. Cathy tells a story of how she needed to lead a family to Christ by showing them her purse. Cathy 
talks about some scriptures to lead others to Christ. Reads Romans 3:23; Romans 10:8–18 Len encourages the viewers to pray the sinner‟s prayer. 
 
#329 – 1/12 Len and Cathy talk about: how great Len looks in black reads Matthew 4:1–4 – How Jesus had to suffer the words: “It Is Written”. How Jesus fasted 40 days 

and 40 nights. How much a person cries out for the Word of God. How God took every temptation on the Cross. How the enemy had to tempt Jesus. The different names 
of Satan. Spiritual nourishment and how much nourishment is important for your body. How Len is the lead worshipper for Kenneth Copeland ministries. The spiritual 
capacity of man. Why people need to ask the Lord to increase their spiritual capacity. Why people need to ask the Lord to develop their spiritual capacity. Encourages the 
viewers to ask Jesus into their hearts. Len encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Len encourages the viewers to support TCT, and thanks the viewers for supporting 
TCT. Len encourages the viewers to follow them on Facebook, Twitter. 
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#330 – 1/13 Len and Cathy talk about: how God wants you to be successful in your life. How a person needs to have victory over every area of their life. How Satan 

tempted Jesus. How Satan came to Jesus when Jesus was so hungry. Reads Matthew 4:4 – talks about how man needs spiritual food. Reads John 16:13 – talks about 
what God will reveal to us. Why being in the Word of God will allow you to be a better problem solver. How God will show you the next steps to take in your life. Why 
people need to wait for the Lord to tell them what to do. How God told a man to go down a path for his life and God blessed him for listening to God. Reads John 17:20 – 
talks about how things were spoken, written, so they can speak it into life. Why God wants you to be filled with the Word of God. What thoughts will determine what 
words will come out of your mouth? How an unspoken thought dies unborn. Why people need to see those words that God speaks to people come to pass. Cathy prays 
the sinner‟s prayer. 
 
#331 – 1/14 Len and Cathy talk about: the words in the Bible – “It Is Written”. How a person can defeat people‟s foes with those words – “It Is Written”. How to defeat the 

enemy with those words. How the Lord speaks to His people. How long Len and Cathy have traveled for ministry. 
 
#332 – 1/15 Len and Cathy talk about: How God will guide people in all truth. God will show you things to come. How God showed Len that their son went to a rock 

concert without Len and Cathy‟s permission. Cathy reads John 16:15 and talks about the word all. All things belong to Jesus. Len talks about how God can have access 
to you. How God will do all the work if you use the right words. When you use words those words will eventually come to pass. Listen to the Holy Spirit and wait for God 
to give you an answer. Hear what God is calling you to do, do what God is telling you, and then let the Father do the work. Speak the Word of Life. How to speak the 
words that give you life and hope. Reads Isaiah 54:5–10 how Christians have been grafted into God‟s Promises. Talks about the new covenant. Talks about the 
covenant that Christians live in today. Why people need to humble themselves to the Word of God. Why Jesus didn‟t speak anything that the Father didn‟t say Len leads 
the viewers to speak the sinner‟s prayer. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Len encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#333 – 1/18 Len and Cathy talk about: why people need to say and do what the Father led them to do. The cosmic Christ why people need to live right. What Christianity 

is. Why Christians hate the idea of religion. Why people have to get stress out of their life. Reads Hebrew 1:1–8 talks about how Jesus is given the scepter of 
righteousness. The words – It Is Written. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ. (Salvation) call for prayer. Support TCT. Encourages the viewers to follow Len and 
Cathy on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
#334 – 1/19 Len and Cathy talk about: 2 Peter 1: 2–3 talks about how God gives people peace but some people don‟t want to pick it up. Reads 2 Peter 1:4 talks about 

how people who believe God‟s Promises are more Christ-like. How to get true character. Why people need to constantly be nourished. Why people need to believe. 
Financial pressure. Why people need to plant seeds all things are possible to those who believe. Support TCT. Why Christian TV is a great place to plant seed 
encourages the viewers to accept Jesus. (Salvation) 
 
#335 – 1/20 Len and Cathy talk about: life through the eyes of the Word of God. Encourages the viewers to partner with TCT. Encourages the viewers to follow Len and 

Cathy on Facebook and Twitter how the gospel is extreme why people need to get the proper currency. Why people need to believe in God‟s Word and trusting God. 
Why people can believe and get what they are asking God for. It isn‟t too good to be true. Why you need to think on God. Talks about how to control bad thoughts. 
Reads John 10:10, talks about how God knows the end from the beginning. Why people need to declare the end that they desire. Why people need to push past their 
feelings. How your tongue leads in what you believe. Why you need to say blessings in your life to get money, favor. Salvation encourages the viewers to accept 
Salvation. Support TCT. Like Len and Cathy on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
#336 – 1/22 Len and Cathy talk about: why people need to do things the way that God wants them done. Reads Isaiah 43:26 – how to blot out transgressions. Why 

people need to hold God‟s Promises. Why men need to take responsibility for their actions. Reads Isaiah 45:11 – why people get whatever they say. Why people need to 
say whatever God says. Why men need to speak up why people are deployed. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Why it‟s a privilege to be a partner of TCT. 
Reads Romans 5:17 how Jesus was tempted in every way that people are tempted. Don‟t limit God because you think less of yourself. Reads Revelation 1:5–6 and talks 
about the kings of the earth. God made us Kings and Priests. The words of a king and priest are power. How a father is supposed to lead his family. Why people 
shouldn‟t say that they can‟t afford things. Why people need to leave the curse of self-pity behind. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ. Encourages the viewers to 
support TCT. Christians go past all limits. How to follow Len and Cathy on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
# 459 – 1/25 and 3/1 Len and Cathy talk about: Len sings Under the Shadow. The Lord will always protect his people. CD: Under the Shadow. Are you bolder than the 

devil? Reads John 10:10. Jesus has given people the key to stop Satan. People have authority over darkness. 1 Peter 5:8–10 encourages the viewers to say the sinner‟s 
prayer. 
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# 460 – 1/27 and 3/2 Len and Cathy talk about: Len sings Show Me Your Ways CD: Under the Shadow. Support TCT. Taking your seed of authority. 1 Peter 5:7–8. 

Talks about the seed of authority. How Satan is a loser. Why it‟s important to know your surroundings. People have authority over the enemy. James 4:7 call for prayer. 
 
# 461 – 1/29 and 3/3 Len and Cathy talk about: Len sings You’re Holy people need to stand up boldly people need to conquer the enemy. People have the authority over 

the enemy. Reads Matthew 18:18–19 how gambling drives people to despair. People need to bind strife. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ. 
 
#462 – 2/1 and 3/4 Len and Cathy talk about: how much God loves you. The deity of Christ. Why it‟s important to say the name of Jesus to cause the enemy to flee. Why 

people need to stand stronger in their authority. Why people need to take authority over their children, our schools. Reads Matthew 16:19, talks about the different keys 
that God has given people. Why live beneath their privileges. A.A. Allen takes authority over all your life. 
 
#463 – 2/2 Len and Cathy talk about: Len sings Welcome Holy Spirit CD: Under the Shadow CD: Be Free From Rejection and Generational Curses. Cathy talks about a 

testimony how the Lord set his family free while listening to Cathy‟s CD. What rejection and generational curses are? Reads Ephesians 1:18–23, talks about the names 
of God. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ. 
 
#464 – 2/3 Len and Cathy talk about: Len sings Lord, I Give You My Heart Len‟s CD: Under the Shadow Ephesians 2:6-7 – putting all things under our feet. We are 

seated with Jesus. How being seated is a position of rest. The times when a person can get flustered; stay in a position of authority in Christ. Reads Colossians 2:15 – 
why people need to call out to Jesus. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
 
#465 – 2/4 Len and Cathy talk about: why Christians need to stand up with authority. The truth sets people free. Why it‟s important to talk back to negative reports. Why 

people need to vote in strong leaders. Try not to support bad movies that come along with bad messages. Words are powerful, do not declare wrong things. Reads 
Hebrews 2:14, the devil cannot kill you. Revelation 1:18, why it‟s important to use God‟s Name. Philippians 2:8 – 11, talks about people will bow to the Name of the Lord. 
 
#466 – 2/5 Len and Cathy talk about: Len sings: Jesus, Lover of My Soul Len‟s CD: Under the Shadow1 Samuel 30:8, why people need to pursue and not fold. Why 

people need to pursue their dream. Why people should not be moved by what they see or hear. Reads Luke 18:1–8, how the Lord is looking for people who have faith. 
People should not give up or quit. Have tenacity. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their personal Lord and Savior. 
 
#467 – 2/8 Len sings I’m Trading My Sorrows Len and Cathy talk about: their CD: By Request. God‟s economics. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. How needs 

are met through giving. Using the name of Jesus can unlock so many blessings. Reads Acts 3:1–6 talks about God‟s exchange program. Why people can use the name 
of Jesus. Reads Acts 3:7–11, talks about the power of God, and people were in awe of the miracle that took place. Prays for those people that need a healing. Demands 
for people to be healed. 
 
#468 – 2/9 Len sings Open the Eyes of My Heart Len and Cathy talk about: why people desire to go to church. CD: Under the Shadow; Be Free from rejection and 
generational curses, CD: By Request Support TCT. Reads Acts 3:9–24, talks about the beggar, the prophesies about the Messiah. Reads: Acts 3:25–26. Those people 
had received miracles from Jesus. Using the Name of Jesus is so powerful. How Len was healed from a blood disease. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their 
Lord and Savior. 
 
#469 – 2/10 Len sings Circle the Altar in Praise Len and Cathy talk about: why people need to take everything to God. Reads Psalms 26:1–5 God will help a person to 

stand upright. Examine. Proof. Try. Why people need to separate themselves from toxic people. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ. Support TCT. 
 
#470 – 2/11 Len and Cathy talk about: miracle of the Lame man the name of Jesus. Reads Acts 4:1–12 talks about how the Lord will make a way. Sometimes people 

believe that they cannot do anything in their situation. The Holy Ghost will rise up and speak into your situation. Speak the truth in boldness. Reads Acts: 4:13–22, talks 
about the miracle of the lame man. Why it does not make any difference about what people think about you. Reads Acts 4:23–31, God was so pleased that God shook 
the place where they were. Reads Acts 4:32, encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
 
#471 – 2/12 Len and Cathy talk about: rejection CD: Be Free From Rejection and Generational Curses. The definition of rejection Isaiah 53, talks about why people 

should not ever force people to believe in God. Talks about the attributes of love. How God was rejected by men. Encourages the viewers to accept Jesus as their Lord 
and Savior. Support TCT. 
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#472 – 2/15 Len and Cathy talk about: rejection. Jesus bore rejection on the Cross. What rejection is. How rejection is real and perceived. CD: Rejection and 
Generational Curses. Reads Isaiah 53:3–4, talks about how Jesus took our grief and sorrows so that we do not have to be filled with sorrow and grief. Reads Isaiah 
53:5–6, talks about how Jesus paid the price. Took rejection, grief, and sorrow from us. Reads Isaiah 53:7–12, how Jesus went through painful abuse to bear the sins of 
many. The sin had to pay for. Prays for those people who are experiencing rejection. Asks God to take the rejection so people can be free. 
 
#473 – 2/16 Len and Cathy talk about: rejection how to get rid of rejection and insecurities. People can be free from sorrow. Luke 23:10–11, 14–18, 21, 23, people can 

be carefree and full of joy. How Jesus was rejected. Jesus took rejection. Reads Matthew 27:20, 46 Jesus healed multitudes of people. The leadership rejected Jesus. 
Repentance allows the blood to cleanse any rejection. Cast your cares on the Lord. Forgiveness. How feelings can stop people encourages the viewers to accept Christ 
as their Lord and Savior. 
 
#474 – 2/17 Len and Cathy talk about: the Prayer of Jabez. How the prayer of Jabez benefited the whole world. Reads 1 Chronicles 4:9–10, talks about the name of 

Jabez. How the Prayer of Jabez can help a person. Why people should be confident in the promises of God. Reads Mark 11:24, talks about the word “desire”. Why 
people need to ask big things of the Lord. Ask for more. Reads John 14:12–14; 15:7–8. Psalms 37: 3–6. Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and 
Savior. Len encourages the viewers to support TCT. 
 
#475 – 2/18 Len sings More Than Enough Len and Cathy talk about: the universal sign of Praise why it‟s important to step out of our comfort zones and do something 
that we have never done before. Support TCT. CD: By Request. Why Faith is not complete without sowing seeds. Why people should name their seeds. 
 
#476 – 2/19 Len sings Worthy Is The Lamb. Len and Cathy talk about: Hosea 4:6, why people need to study the Word of God. Reads 1 Samuel 17, faith will work for 

those who apply faith. David and Goliath read 1 Samuel 17, how David had faith. Why people need to declare the victory in their situation. 
 
#477 – 2/22 Len and Cathy talk about: Smith Wigglesworth. Why people need to let God be God. Reads Romans 8:31-32, are careful what comes out of your mouth. 

Why people should not toil, just receive what God has done for us. Believing, thinking, speaking, and acting are the four hinges of faith. Reads Romans 8:37-38, how 
people are more than conquerors through Christ. Reads Romans 14, and talks about why people need to build one another up. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ. 
 
#478 – 2/23 Len and Cathy talk about: faith moves, then God moves. How negative emotions block our faith. Why people need to refuse to dig into negative emotions. 

Why people need to speak their faith. What a fact is. The facts are found in the Bible. Psalm 35:27, why people need to shout and Praise God. How our senses can lie to 
us. Why the Lord tends to favor His people. Reads Psalm 112, encourages the viewers to accept Christ. 
 
#479 – 2/24 Len and Cathy talk about: living above being offended. What happens when a woman gets offended? Why people need to find forgiveness. Reads Mark 

7:25–28, talks about offenses. Prays for those people who have offense. Support TCT. 
 
#480 – 2/25 Len and Cathy talk about: how to live above being offended. People need to work on not offending other people. Matthew 11:6, talks about how the gospel 

offends people. Reads Psalms 119:165, talks about people who hunger after the Word and nothing should offend you. Romans 2:1, people judge themselves. 
Encourages the viewers to repent from judging. Why people should not be offended at their pastor. Benefit from the Word. 
 
#481 – 2/26 Len and Cathy talk about: favor. How God endorses people. Psalm 91, and talks about how we are exempt from our enemies. Tapping into the favor of God 

for your health. God wants people to expect favor from Him. Words of activation. Psalm 103:20–22, talks about the favor of God. Exodus 3:21; how God will give His 
people favor. Step out on a new level of expectancy. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. Say that you are favored by the Lord. 
 
#482 – 2/29 Len and Cathy talk about: divine favor Luke 2:52, talks about grace and favor. How Joseph had favor. How favor can operate in your life. Proverbs 4:18, 

what makes your paths shine reads John 14, talks about favor and truth expect and declare favor. Think about ways where you can show other people favor. God uses 
people to meet other people‟s needs. 
 
# 483 – 3/7 Len and Cathy talk about: God‟s creation. Faith. How faith is your servant. Reads Matthew 11 why people need to shake off the attacks of the enemy. The 

promises of the Word of God. How people can grab onto God‟s promises. Why people should grab what God has given to them. Why people should have anything that 
God has for them. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
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# 484 – 3/8 Len and Cathy talk about: the Bible. Reads Matthew 11:12, why people need to exert faith reads 1 Peter 1:7–8, 10, why it‟s important to take the peace of the 

Lord. Reads John 10:10; why people need to speak positive words. Why choices are important to God. Why you need to throw your eyes onto the Word when a 
disappointment comes. Talks about the TCT Mobile App. Why it‟s important to listen to the Word. Encourages the viewers to praise God no matter what you see. 
 
#485 – 3/9 Len and Cathy talk about: we thank those people who support TCT. Why it‟s important to grow your faith reads Mark 11:23–24, talks about believing and 

saying what you want. Why people need to say what they want. Why people do not need to understand the Word. Why people cannot figure out faith in the natural. How 
faith can over-ride time. Why people need to focus on the prize. Why people need to stretch their faith. Encourages the viewers to accept Jesus as their Lord and Savior. 
 
# 486 – 3/10 Len and Cathy talk about: radical faith how people need to rule and reign in authority. How people‟s decisions will affect people‟s authority. Revelation 20:6, 

Revelation 2:27, talks about how people can have rule over other nations. Why people need to be careful in what they say. Reads 2 Timothy 2:12, talks about the pain 
that people have in life. Romans 5:17, how people can overcome by the Word of their testimony. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Savior. 
  
# 487 – 3/11 Len and Cathy talk about: radical faith people need to restore their relationship with God. Encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers 

to get closer to the Lord. Reads Revelation 1:5-8, talks about how God elevates people to be Kings. Why it‟s important to put God first in your life. Why people need to go 
all in for the Lord. Reads 1 Peter 2:9, encourages the viewers to accept Jesus as their personal Lord and Savior. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 
 
# 488 – 3/21 Len and Cathy talk about: radical faith. Why you need to look to God for your significance. Talks about the unholy trinity. Talks about creative faith. Reads 

Genesis 11, talks about how people have wrong motives. Talks about why the Lord confused the people. Why people need to meditate on those things that people would 
like. The definition of intense. Why there is no such thing as neutrality. Reads Mark 10, talks about how faith gets Jesus‟ attention. 
 
# 489 – 3/22 Len and Cathy talk about: Matthew 15, talks about the Canaanite daughter who had great faith. Reads Mark 7, talks about how a woman wanted her 

daughter delivered. Why people need to speak words of Faith. Talks about how a man that could not speak used great faith. How people were violent to their faith. 
Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
 
#490 – 3/23 Len and Cathy talk about: how sound came before light. Talk about the speed of light. Sympatric vibrations. Why people should not listen to toxic words. 

Colossians 3:16, talks about the cross, and helping one another with song. Words have a powerful place in the viewer‟s life. How songs are the spoken word. How songs 
and sound can have an effect on your physical body. Len sings a song that the Lord gave him. Talks about how God gave him a song from the word of knowledge. 
 
#491 – 3/24 Len and Cathy talk about: sound how the Lamb was the light of Heaven. Why praise and worship music is so important. Reads Colossians 3:16, why people 
need to lift other people up. Len sings Jesus Loves Me. Len and Cathy talk about: how God is not too big to love you. How the words you say are toxic. The difference 
between identity and identification. Reads Psalms 96 Len and Cathy encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. Support TCT. 
 
#492 – 3/25 Len and Cathy talk about: thanks for those viewers that support TCT. Sound and music. How the particle is part of the atom. Why it‟s important to speak 

what God has said to them. Why it‟s important to speak what you want to happen. How God holds it all together. Reads Psalms 31:33, talks about the Creator. Why 
people need to play worship music and sing the worship music to God. Len sings Give Thanks. Len and Cathy encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and 
Savior. 
 
#493 – 3/28 Len and Cathy talk about: music and sound. The voice. The release of the cares of life. Len sings the song: Break Every Chain. Len and Cathy talk about 
how words are powerful. Len sings Blessed Be the Lord. Len and Cathy talk about how the Lord is a strong tower and the Lord will take care of His people. Talk about 
what praise and worship is supposed to do. Len talks about his testimony. Encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
 
#494 – 3/29 Len and Cathy talk about: reads 1 Samuel 16, talks about how music inspires people to do the will of God. How music can help to relax people. How God 

already gives you songs to worship Him with. Len worships the Lord by song. Len and Cathy talk about why it is important to sing to the Lord. What happens when a 
person praises God. Reads Isaiah 6, talks about the earth is filled with His glory. Why people need to speak the Word of the Lord. Len encourages the viewers to accept 
Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
 
#495 – 3/30 Len and Cathy talk about: the power of words put to music. The power of sound. Talks about Joshua and Jericho. Talks about how the walls came down as 

they danced and sang. What people need to do to be saved. The importance of praising God. Reads John 20, talks about worshiping the Lord. Encourages the viewers 
to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
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#496 – 3/31 Len and Cathy talk about: music encourage the viewers to go on a motorcycle membership ride. Reads Psalms 33:1–5, why people need to sing through 

difficult circumstances. Why it‟s important to speak to fear. Reads Isaiah 54, talks about how a barren woman should praise God. Why it‟s important to break through 
fear. Len sings the song called You Are So Beautiful. Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
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FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT CONTINUITY 1ST Q. 2016 
 
FOTS015 – aired on SD 2/20 & 3/6 Host: Tom Nolan Guests: Dr John Young, Deanna Naylor Tom opens the program talking about John‟s new book: Beyond 

Treatment. John talks about why it‟s important to get to the root of the problem. John talks about how medications only mask the problem. Take protein to help your 
diabetes. Deanna talks about how she met John Young. Tom talks about how to get John‟s book. John talks about the different diseases that are discusses in the book. 
John talks about acute treatment versus chronic treatment. 
 
FOTS016 – aired on SD 2/26 & 3/5 Host: Deanna Naylor Guests: Dr John Young, Mark Pedersen, Bernice Porter. Deanna opens the program talking about John‟s 

protein shake John talks about the amount of protein that a person would need in a person‟s diet. Deanna talks about the Young Health Shake. $149.95. Mark talks 
about the benefits of the Fruit of the Spirit. Deanna encourages the viewers to get the Young Health Kit. Mark talks about how whole foods help a person‟s body. Deanna 
introduces a roll-in of the Young Health Shake. Bernice talks about her experience with the Young Health Shake. How Dr. Young got her mother healthy. Deanna 
encourages the viewers to buy the product to have better health. 
 
FOTS018 – aired on SD 2/27 & & 3/12 Host: Tom Nolan Guests: Dr. John Young, Mark Pedersen Tom opens the program talking about Fruit of the Spirit. Mark talks 

about how antioxidants are important. John talks about the amount of minerals that a person would need in their bodies. Mark talks about the different fruits that you 
need to keep from aging prematurely. John talks about what foods he has for dinner. Tom encourages the viewers to buy Fruit of the Spirit for $29.00. John talks about 
gluten. Mark talks about orphan diseases. John talks about why “B” vitamins work well with whole foods. 
 
FOTS019 – aired on SD 3/2 & 3/13 Host: Deanna Naylor Guests: Dr. John Young, Bernice Porter Deanna talks about digestion. John talks about how he uses 

Probiotics in his practice. How Probiotics help with bloating and other metabolic problems. Deanna talks about Probimune, $34.95. John talks about the importance in 
Probiotics. John talks about how to take Probimune. Deanna encourages the viewers to take Probimune to help their digestive problems. John talks about how the diet 
needs to be improved. Bernice talks about how John helped her to get her immune system up. 
 
FOTS020 – aired on SD 2/28 & 3/23 Host: Deanna Naylor Guests: Dr. John Young Deanna opens the program talking about genes. John talks about genes. Deanna 

talks about the Young Health Shake. The Young Health Kit. $149.95. John talks about his child‟s diagnosis with Down syndrome. Talks about what the problem is with 
the 23rd Chromosome. John talks about the 23andme. How people have genetic problems. Talks about how the Young Health shake will help people and their genetic 
problems. John talks about why this shake is important to the viewer‟s health 
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Hope For Your Health 
 
Health HYH01-2016 Dr. Don & Susan Ver Hulst began a new series today about restoring your body. Dr. Don sang his “10 Keys” song. The cells of our immune system 

are formed in our bone marrow. We restore our body through knowing and doing what‟s right. God made our bodies. In Genesis 2:7, the word “formed” means to make 
from something already made. We are rearranged dust, the image of God. Adam‟s body contained all the genetic blueprints for the whole human race from Eve to us. 
We have God‟s DNA. God gave us dominion over all the earth. Dr. Don & Susan talked about skin, toxins, digestion, and your brain. You can have a brand new year in 
seven years. In one year, 98% of your cells are turned over and restored. Your spiritual component is more important than your physical one. Have a solid, spiritual 
foundation in the truths of God‟s Word. Be aware of God‟s healing power. Your body was designed in healing mode. What are you characterized by? It‟s by what you are 
constantly doing and what you eat most of the time. The enemy takes snapshots of you while you are at your worst and when you blew it. When God looks at you, He 
sees Himself in you completed in Christ. The words “to be” are in italics, which means those words are not in the original text. They were added by the translator. Learn 
to see ourselves with eyes of faith. 
 
Health HYH02-2016 In this second program of their series about restoration, Dr. Don & Susan Ver Hulst continue to teach us how to see ourselves in Christ, in the 

newness and perfection in Christ. In Hebrews 13:20-21, the word “peace” means nothing missing, nothing broken. We‟re 100% righteous in Christ. “Grace is God ability 
working through your inability. Self-effort is the enemy of grace. Quit trying and start trusting.” The Bible doesn‟t tell us to work on our faults. The word “Tyre” in the Bible 
means pressure to achieve or perform. Find a Bible promise that covers your situation. 
 
Health HYH03-2016 Restoration series part three is about joy and the healing effects of laughter upon your physical body and your emotions. Dr. Don & Susan Ver Hulst 

said that joy is a healing factor. Joy is a “destressor,” which alkalizes your body. An alkaline body is in healing mode. Give thanks in all things, not for all things. A thankful 
heart is a happy heart. Dr. Don sang his song, “Divine Joy‟s in my Home.” I will live and not die and declare the works of the LORD. Healing takes time. You can‟t 
guarantee a miracle every time, but you can guarantee a healing every time. Jesus paid for your healing 2,000 years ago. Paul didn‟t have an easy life. Be eternally 
minded. Quit looking at disease, your past, and your family history. Look at the eternal things in God‟s Word. Laughter forms endorphins and it breaks the level of 
cortisone in your body. An occasional high level of stress is ok from time to time, but your body wasn‟t designed to handle constant stress. A high cortisone level often 
stores belly fat. Philippians 4:6-7 and I Peter 5:7 are good Scriptures to meditate on, especially when your stress level is raised. 
 
Health HYH04-2016 In their fourth, and last, program in their series about restoration, Dr. Don & Susan Ver Hulst talk about the biblical view of waiting, which is to bind 

together by being so entwined with God that you become one with God. Even at the end of your rope, reach out for His strength. Thank God for His power. Agree with 
God, “I‟m strong in the LORD and in the power of His might” in your current situation, founded on the Bible. The Bible is God‟s Owner‟s Manual. Experience God‟s 
restoration through the spoken word. Do the word. We give voice to God‟s Word. You don‟t have to, you get to. Grace is the teacher in how to live Jesus style. Soberly 
means to think right think. Titus 2 talks about divine order. Dr. Don picked up a kiwi and said, “When you slice it thin, you can eat the skin”. Eat the peel on a Clementine 
or orange. The fiber is good for your skin. Dr. Don talked about the doctrine of signatures. Bananas are good for muscles. Garlic cloves and onions fight infection 
because they look like lymph nodes. Broccoli, carrots, cauliflower, Brussel sprouts, and cabbage fight cancer. They fight T4 killer cells. A pepper looks like your sinus 
cavity or heart. Peppers are very heart smart. They contain six times the Vitamin C antioxidant power of an orange. Green peppers are young peppers. Yellow peppers 
are more mature peppers, and red pepper contains even more antioxidants. The avocado is Dr. Don‟s favorite food to cover the food basis on fiber, antioxidants, 
essential fatty acids, and protein. Dr. Don‟s guacamole recipe contains avocado, garlic, onion, lime juice, tomato, and just a hint of Worcestershire sauce. Avocado is 
shaped like a women‟s uterus. A fig is a seed pod, which has tons of iron, magnesium, and fiber. 


